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In many spatial epidemiologic studies, investigators use residential location at diagnosis
as a surrogate for unknown environmental exposures or as a geographic basis for assigning
measured exposures. Inherently, they make assumptions about the timing and location of
pertinent exposures which may prove problematic when studying long latency diseases such
as cancer.
In this work we explored how the association between environmental exposures and dis-
ease risk for long-latency health outcomes like cancer is affected by residential mobility.
We used simulation studies conditioned on real data to evaluate the extent to which the
commonly held assumption of no residential mobility 1) affected the ability of generalized
additive models to detect areas of significantly elevated historic environmental exposure and
xvi
2) increased bias in the estimates of the relationship between environmental exposures and
disease in a case-control study.
While the literature suggests that some researchers have begun to develop methods to
incorporate historic locations in studies of health outcomes, a number of questions remain.
One reason for the knowledge gap is that residential histories have not been collected in
most U.S. epidemiologic studies. In our work we evaluated the impact of using public-record
database generated histories to estimate the effects of exposure in lieu of using subject-
reported addresses collected during a study.
Finally, we evaluated the effect of environmental exposure on cancer risk in a case-control
study using an approach that combined a multiple membership conditional autoregressive
(CAR) model with an environmental exposure index for temporally correlated time-varying
exposure assigned based on residential histories. We used this model in a data application
to explain bladder cancer risk in the New England Bladder Cancer Study. We included a
temporal arsenic exposure index in the model to assess a large number of correlated arsenic
exposures.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Geographic location has been an essential consideration in public health studies for many
years. As early as the 18th century, medical cartography was an important data visualization
tool used to shape knowledge about diseases and health [1,2]. In one noteworthy example in
the 19th century, John Snow used a map to illustrate a cluster of cases in order to trace
the source of a cholera outbreak in London [3]. Present day spatial epidemiologists use sta-
tistical methods to analyze the geographical patterns of disease incidence or mortality to
make hypotheses about possible environmental hazards related to health [4–7]. For example,
researchers were able to detect nuclear reprocessing plants as possible risk factors for child-
hood acute lymphoblastic leukemia in the United Kingdom [8]. Other researchers were able
to identify asbestos as a risk factor for lung cancer in men who lived along the southeastern
United States seaboard [9]. While there are several more examples of spatial epidemiologic
studies that provided important insights into potential underlying causes of disease, most
studies of cancer risk fail to find significant signals [10,11].
In most spatial case-control studies of disease, researchers use a single location as either a
surrogate for unknown environmental exposures or as the reference for assigning exposure [12].
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Typical choices include 1) location at diagnosis or study enrollment or 2) residence of longest
duration, birth or death [13–18]. Implicitly, the researchers assume that individuals resided
where causal exposures occurred for the duration of the incubation period of the disease or
longer. However, there are instances when this common assumption may be untenable.
Many non-infectious diseases such as cancer have decades-long lag times between possible
environmental exposure and subsequent diagnosis [19–22]. For example, the latency periods
for thyroid cancers vary from 10 to 15 years, while that of mesothelioma can range from 10
to 50 years [23,24]. Data from the Census Bureau show that yearly mover rates in the United
States ranged between 10-20% between 1965 and 2017, and varied across demographic and
socioeconomic groups [11,25–27]. The agency estimated that a resident in the United States
moves 11.7 times in his or her lifetime on average [7,28]. As such, it is reasonable to assume
that causative environmental exposures may have occurred at a prior residential location.
Some environmental hazards are spatially and temporally homogenous. Others like air
pollution can be highly variable over small distances and fluctuate in concentration over
time [29–31]. Consequently, research conducted under the common assumption is likely to
mischaracterize exposures, which results in biased estimates of the relationship between
exposure and a health effect [32]. Furthermore, using a singular location in spatial cluster
or clustering studies may result in models with diminished power to detect areas where
exposures resulted in future incidence of disease. Failure to detect significant signals limits a
researcher’s ability to generate hypotheses about potential environmental pollutant sources.
1.2 Literature Review
Residential histories are a record of an individual’s places of residence across his or her
lifetime. Inarguably, they provide spatial epidemiologist with a better representation of an
individual’s exposure than a single location, and few researchers have proposed methods that
use residential histories when modelling variations in disease risk over time [33–35].
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One promising methodology includes generalized additive models (GAMs). GAMs are
generalized linear models which can include bivariate smoothing functions for locations [36,37].
Though many researchers have used GAMS under the common assumption, others have
constructed models using either all available locations in a subject’s residential history or
multiple locations during a specific interval prior to study enrollment [6,16–18,34,38,39]. In a
spatial-temporal analysis of non-Hodgkin lymphoma, Wheeler et al. used smoothing func-
tions for locations at specific lag times of interest in one GAM [34]. In a second model they
considered a base time of 20 years prior to diagnosis and included smoothing terms for lo-
cations that changed during that interval. In their third and final model they weighted the
residential locations in the second model by residential duration. One limitation to this
approach is that researchers risk missing relevant locations of exposure when the latency
period of the disease is unknown.
Another methodology that is flexible enough to incorporate multiple residential locations
when evaluating the impact of residential histories on spatial risk of disease involves Q-
statistics. With this method researchers are not required to have advanced knowledge of
of informative residential locations [40]. They evaluate spatial clustering by calculating the
number of nearest neighbors surrounding each case that are also cases. A new set of Q-
statistics is calculated at any time point where at least one person has moved. One limitation
to this approach is that the number of nearest neighbors used to calculate a Q-statistic is
user-defined and often unknown in advance. Sloan et al. used Q-statistics to first identify the
location and timing of possible clustering before applying the Kulldorff spatial scan, a method
used to detect spatial clusters in static populations [41–43]. Lan et al. extended the Kulldorff
spatial scan to create an efficient algorithm appropriate for mobile populations [44]. However,
the results for this algorithm depend on a priori knowledge of appropriate spatial resolution
and discretization parameters. Furthermore, unlike GAMs and Q-statistics, neither the
Kulldorff spatial scan nor the efficient algorithm proposed by Lan et al. allow for direct
covariate adjustment.
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Manjourides et al. developed methods to circumvent the problem of not knowing an in-
formative residential location by weighting each address, where each weight is the relative
probability that the residential location is the point-source of exposure [33]. They used the
weighted addresses to test for a difference between the spatial distribution of the cases and
controls using an adapted form of the M -statistic. They demonstrated gains in statisti-
cal power with their proposed method as compared to either the M -statistic with uniform
weights or the M -statistic with only the address at diagnosis. In the data generating pro-
cess they assumed that environmental exposure occurred at a single time point. While this
assumption was appropriate for their study, it is limiting in general as many environmental
exposures occur continuously across time.
Several researchers have adopted a Bayesian hierarchical framework for incorporating
exposures which have been assigned based on residential histories. Onicescu et al. used a
Bayesian logistic regression model to study the relationship between a pregnant woman’s
exposure to soil metals and the development of intellectual disability in their children [35].
They estimated weights for each metal, which they referred to as ‘importance parameter
coefficients’, to characterize the month-specific importance of each metal in the development
of disability. Wheeler et al. used Bayesian regression models with time-lagged exposure
covariates to study the relationship between trichloroethylene (TCE) and non-Hodgkin lym-
phoma [11]. They modeled the effect of historical TCE exposure as a temporally-varying
weighted average using a nonparametric cumulative exposure response curve. The inves-
tigators did not account for spatially structured or spatially random residual confounding
in either study. Additionally, Wheeler et al. did not indicate whether they restricted the
estimated weights in the response curve, which suggests that strong temporal correlation
amongst the TCE measurements may not have been addressed.
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1.3 Research Strategy
Although researchers have begun to develop methods to incorporate residential histories in
studies of health outcomes, a number of questions remained. For instance, we were unable
to find studies in the literature based on real residential histories where investigators as-
sessed the impact of the common assumption on the detection ability of spatial statistical
models, or the estimates of exposure effects. We conducted studies based on actual resi-
dential histories collected in population-based studies to address this dearth. In Chapter
2 we present the results from simulation studies we conducted to characterize the effect of
residential mobility on the ability of GAMs to detect areas of significantly elevated historic
environmental exposure. We generated data based on the 40-year residential histories of
participants in the National Cancer Institute Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results
non-Hodgkin lymphoma study, and varied the duration and intensity of the environmental
exposure. In our models we only used addresses at the time of study enrollment to detect
areas of significantly elevated historic environmental exposure. In Chapter 3, we evaluated
to what extent the common assumption of no population mobility results in bias in the esti-
mates of the relationship between environmental exposures and long-latency health outcomes
in a case-control study. We conducted a simulation study using the residential histories of
a random sample from the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-AARP (formerly American
Association of Retired Persons) Diet and Health Study generating case-control status based
on subject exposure and true exposure effects that varied temporally. We used real data
on three environmental exposures with dissimilar spatiotemporal patterns to assess how dif-
ferent exposures could potentially affect the results. We compared estimates from models
using only subject location at study enrollment to estimates from models where subjects
were assumed to be mobile.
While residential histories provide more information on lifetime exposures to environ-
mental hazards for individuals with long-latency diseases in mobile populations, they have
not been collected routinely in studies in the United States. Although a few researchers have
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demonstrated the feasibility of generating residential histories using public records, we were
unable to find any studies that discussed the impact of using generated residential histories
in lieu of subject-reported histories collected during a study when estimating environmental
exposure effect estimates [7,45,46]. In Chapter 4 we addressed this gap in the literature. We
simulated outcomes using the residential histories of a random sample from the NIH-AARP
study as the benchmark, and assigned the outcomes to the appropriate subject in datasets
where the residential histories were generated from public records. We compared the bias
of the estimates from fitting Bayesian logistic models to the NIH-AARP based datasets to
those from the corresponding public-records based datasets.
In Chapter 5 we discuss the development of a Bayesian model to model cumulative space-
time risk using residential histories. This model combined the conditional autoregressive
(CAR) multiple membership model (MMM) proposed by Petrof et al. with an environmental
index to account for temporally correlated time-varying coefficients similar to the deprivation
index proposed by Wheeler et al. [47,48]. The coefficient for the index indicated the overall
association of the exposure with the health outcome, while the index weights were constrained
to allow us to detect which years the environmental exposures were important. Given that
the CAR MMM had only been used in a data application to date, we first established
that it modeled spatial risk as intended by conducting a simulation study. We generated
the outcome data for the simulation study based on a set synthetic risk surface and the
residential histories of a random sample of individuals in the New England Bladder Cancer
Study (NEBCS). For simplicity we did not consider exposure effects in this model. For
the data application, we included the environmental index in the CAR MMM and applied
the new model to the NEBCS data. We compared the spatial risk map based on the CAR
MMM to one based on fitting the Bayesian low-rank kriging model using a sample of locations
representative of residential locations at enrollment. We summarize our work and discuss
areas for potential future study in Chapter 6. Supplemental materials including tables,
figures, and R code may be found in Appendices A-D.
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Notably, the objectives we have addressed in this dissertation are consistent with ques-
tions posed by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in a June 2017 Funding Opportunity
Announcement to support research in the role of individual residential histories in cancer
etiology (PA-17-298/PA-17-295).
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Chapter 2
The Timing of Geographic Power
2.1 Introduction
Researchers in various fields have developed tests that screen large regions for evidence of
notably high incidence of disease or mortality [49–52]. Local areas with high disease prevalence
may be referred to as clusters, or hot spots [52–54]. Global clustering tests, or overall tests, are
used to determine whether clustering of disease is present throughout a particular region,
without assessing the statistical significance of individual hot spots. Alternatively, cluster
detections tests are used to detect local clusters and to assess their statistical significance,
without any preconceived idea of their location [49,50,54]. By examining the spatial patterns
of disease incidence, investigators can generate hypotheses about potential causative factors
that are distributed heterogeneously in the environment [4–6,9,55].
There are several instances of cluster analyses that have led to the discovery of probable
environmental associations. One notable example is the study on the clusters of lung and
laryngeal cancers in men who lived along the southeastern U.S. seaboard [9]. These clusters
were subsequently linked to shipyard exposures to asbestos. Another example is the cluster
of nasal sinus adenocarcinoma in High Wycombe, England which was found to be associated
with the dust concentration from the large number of furniture factories in that area [56].
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Nevertheless, most cluster studies of cancer risk fail to find significant spatial signals [10,11].
This may be because researchers have not considered either the appropriate location or
timing of environmental exposures. In many of the case-control studies of spatial risk of
disease, investigators assume that residence at diagnosis for cases or residence at time of
study enrollment for controls, is a reasonable geographic reference for relevant exposures.
In the United States where residential mobility levels are relatively high, this assumption is
questionable.
According to 2010 estimates from the U.S. Department of Commerce Economics and
Statistics Administration (ESA), 95% of the population 15 years or older had at least one
lifetime move [57]. In 2013 the Annual Social and Economic Supplement of the Current
Population Survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau determined that 35.9 million people
living in the United States aged 1 year or older changed residences between 2012 and 2013 [58].
This represented a mover rate of about 11.7 % for this period. The U.S. Census Bureau also
estimated that residential mobility in the United States was between 15-20% annually from
1965-1999 but between 11-15% annually from 2000-2017 [26]. In addition to clear differences
in moving rates over time, further parsing shows that residential mobility varies across well-
known demographic characteristics such as race-ethnicity, age, level of education, tenure of
residence (homeownership status), and socioeconomic status [11,59]. For example, though five-
year mover rates tend to be underestimates of mobility, the ESA estimated that between 2005
and 2010 the five-year mover rate for renters was 65.6 % compared to 22.2% for owners [25,60].
Using the average rates from the 2007 American Community Survey data, and allowing for
no more than one move per year, the U.S. Census Bureau also estimated that a person in
the United States is expected to move 11.7 times in his or her lifetime [7,28]. According to this
same data, 18 year olds are expected to move 9.1 times in their remaining lifetime, but by
age 45 the number was expected to decrease to 2.7. A consequence of these characteristics of
mobility in the U.S. is that for many people enrolled in an epidemiologic study, the residential
location at time of diagnosis will likely be a poor surrogate for past exposures.
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When investigators search for a spatial signal at only the time of diagnosis they ignore the
latency period of the disease. That is, they assume implicitly that individuals reside where
causal exposures occurred for as long as or longer than the incubation period of the disease.
It should be noted, however, that for many chronic noninfectious diseases like cancer, several
years or even decades may have elapsed between exposure to a pertinent environmental risk
factor and diagnosis [20–22]. For example, pancreas, lung, breast, and stomach cancers have
approximate latency periods of 8, 13, 16, and 22 years, respectively [61]. In addition, given
that many environmental exposures vary over space and time, the long latency of most
cancers combined with the levels of mobility within the United States may be sufficient to
obscure spatial signals that could provide insight into historic exposures [53,56].
Timander et al. note that it is often difficult to distinguish between real and spurious
results because many test of clustering and tests to detect clusters lack statistical power [55].
It is likely that deficiency in power is a consequence of the misspecification of the timing or
location of relevant exposures. Waller et al. expanded the discussion of statistical power of
clustering tests and tests to detect clusters beyond the traditional considerations of sample
size and effect size. They illustrated that the power to detect a spatial cluster may be
conditional on the distribution of the at risk population in areas near to the disease cluster. In
this study we expanded the discussion further by evaluating the effect of residential mobility
and disease latency on the power, spatial sensitivity, and spatial specificity of statistical
models. We hypothesized that if a disease has a large lag time (e.g., 20 years), statistical
models that only include residential location at diagnosis have diminished ability to detect
geographic areas where environmental exposures many years prior to diagnosis resulted in
increased future cancer incidence. To investigate our hypothesis, we conducted a simulation
study where we assigned environmental exposure and disease status based on 40 years of
real residential histories collected in a population-based case-control study. When analyzing
the simulated data we only used residential addresses at the time of study enrollment to
detect areas of significantly elevated historic environmental exposure. We intended that the
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analysis would serve as an illustration of the extent to which cluster detection methods are
impacted when residential history data are unavailable and not as a tutorial on how this
type of data should be utilized.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Synthetic Case-Control Data and Exposure Scenarios
For this study we simulated case-control data based on the residential history data collected
in the National Cancer Institute (NCI)-Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)
non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) case-control study. The NCI-SEER NHL study, described
in detail previously [6,62], included residents of four areas served by the NCI SEER registries:
the Detroit metropolitan area, 13 contiguous counties in northwestern Washington State,
the state of Iowa, and Los Angeles County. Residents aged 20 to 74 years with first primary
diagnosis of NHL between July 1, 1998 and June 30, 2000 were eligible to participate in the
study (n = 1,321). Population controls were selected from residents of the four SEER areas
using random digit dialing (< 65 years of age), or Medicare eligibility files (> 65 years of
age). Controls were frequency matched to cases on age (within 5-year groups), sex, race,
and SEER area (n = 1,057). Self-reported HIV-infected cases were excluded from the study.
An interviewer collected data using a computer-assisted personal interview during a home
visit. Subjects provided demographic and medical information, and indicated whether they
had been exposed to various potential risk factors associated with NHL including chlordane,
a home treatment for termites used prior to 1988. Before the home visit, each participant
completed a residential calendar noting all of his or her lifetime home addresses. During the
home visit, the interviewer reviewed the residential calendar with the participant to check
for accuracy. All residential addresses were geocoded using geographic address databases.
Subjects reported residential addresses covering the time period 1923-2001; however, we
only considered the n = 545 subjects enrolled in the Iowa center with complete residential
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histories between 1960-2000, for a total of 2,557 addresses across the United States. We
focused exclusively on Iowa because it covers a large geographic area, and had the second
highest level of residential mobility among the four centers with a mean of 8.5 and median
of 8 residential locations per subject. Although some subjects reported 30 or more lifetime
home addresses, the distribution of the number of residential locations in Iowa revealed that
most subjects had 5-10 residential locations (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1. Distribution of Iowa residential locations.
We created a 7 × 7 grid to cover the state of Iowa, where each grid cell represented an
exposure zone in a hypothetical risk situation (Figure 2.2). For every risk situation, starting
in the first time period, we simulated an active environmental exposure in each zone. This
zone remained activated for a fixed duration d, and at a fixed intensity rt, where intensity is
the increase in the log odds of being a case t years in the future due to living in the active
exposure area. All other zones remained inactive for the duration (d) while the environmental
exposure was in effect in one zone. The active zone was then deactivated, and the exposure
was initiated in another zone. We repeated this procedure until all zones had been exposed
to the environmental risk factor, before repeating the entire process for the next time period.
We varied the starting time of exposure from t = 0 to T = 40 years before study enroll-
ment. We used δit = 1 to indicate if individual i lived in the exposure zone at time t and 0
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Figure 2.2. Map of Iowa study area with residential locations at diagnosis for subjects in the
NCI-SEER NHL study. Shaded grid cell represents an activated exposure zone. Coordinates
were jittered to mask true locations.
otherwise. To assign case-control status for each individual, we calculated the log odds φi of
being a case based on the intensity and duration of exposure, and the number of years each
subject was living in the exposure zone as
φi = λ
[
1 +
T∑
t=0
δit
(
1
T
− rt
)]
for i = 1, · · · , n, (2.1)
where λ is the log odds of being a case given no exposure (background log odds), noting that
the log odds of being a case is higher the longer a subject lives in an active exposure area,
or with higher exposure intensity. We assigned case status yi to individual i using a random
draw from a binomial distribution with probability exp(φi)/(1 + exp(φi)).
We considered 8 risk scenarios, which were defined by setting d, rt and λ, with T = 40
in every scenario (Table 2.1). For each scenario we simulated 100 case-control realizations
using the data-generating process described earlier. The risk scenarios were divided into two
groups. For Group A, we ignored the resource challenges typically associated with acquiring
many controls and used a control-case ratio of 7:1. For Group B we used a control-case
ratio of 4:1, to be more closely aligned with traditional case-control studies in epidemiology.
In each group, we first specified three high exposure intensity scenarios of relatively short
duration to increase the possibility of detecting a large proportion of the exposure zones
when the exposure time was close to the time of study enrollment. Then, as a contrast in
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the fourth scenario, we investigated the effect of lowering exposure intensity and increasing
exposure duration.
Table 2.1. Summary of risk scenarios.
P(yi = 1)
Group Scenario Duration Intensity Background (λ) Inside exposure area Outside exposure area
A. 1 1 2 -2 0.88 0.12
2 2 2 -2 0.88, 0.99 0.12
3 3 2 -2 0.88, 0.99, 0.99 0.12
4 5 0.5 -2 0.26, 0.48, 0.70, 0.86, 0.94 0.12
B. 1 1 2 -1 0.73 0.27
2 2 2 -1 0.73, 0.95 0.27
3 3 2 -1 0.73,0.95, 0.99 0.27
4 5 0.5 -1 0.37, 0.49, 0.60, 0.71, 0.80 0.27
Group A
We fixed λ = −2 for all the scenarios in Group A. For the first risk scenario we set d = 1
and rt = 2, resulting in P (yi = 1) = 0.12 outside the exposure area and P (yi = 1) = 0.88
inside the exposure area. In the second risk scenario, we increased the duration to d = 2,
resulting in P (yi = 1) = 0.88 for those living in the active exposure area for one year and
P (yi = 1) = 0.99 for those living in the active exposure area for two years. In the third risk
scenario, we increased the duration to d = 3, which resulted in P (yi = 1) = 0.88, P (yi =
1) = 0.99, and P (yi = 1) = 0.99 for those living in the active exposure area for one, two,
and three years, respectively. For the fourth scenario we increased the duration to five years
(d = 5) but reduced the intensity (rt = 0.5). This resulted in P (yi = 1) = 0.26, P (yi = 1) =
0.48, P (yi = 1) = 0.70, P (yi = 1) = 0.86, and P (yi = 1) = 0.94 depending on the number of
years 1-5 of living in the exposure zone, respectively.
Group B
We revisited the four scenarios in Group A with λ = −1. This resulted in P (yi = 1) = 0.27
outside the exposure area and P (yi = 1) = 0.73 inside the exposure area for scenario 1.
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In the second risk scenario where d = 2, P (yi = 1) = 0.73 for those living in the active
exposure area for one year and P (yi = 1) = 0.95 for those living in the active exposure area
for two years. When we increased the duration to d = 3 in risk scenario 3, the probability of
being a case after living in the active exposure area for one or two years was the same as in
scenario 2, with P (yi = 1) = 0.99 for those living in the active exposure area for three years.
In the fourth risk scenario where d = 5 and rt = 0.5, P (yi) = 0.37, P (yi = 1) = 0.49, P (yi =
1) = 0.60, P (yi = 1) = 0.71, and P (yi = 1) = 0.80 depending on the number of years 1-5 of
living in the exposure zone.
2.2.2 Model Specification
To determine the effect of residential mobility on the ability of statistical models to detect
areas of elevated risk, we fit a series of generalized additive models (GAMs) to the data
generated for each scenario using the gam function available in the mgcv library in R [63,64].
GAMs are semiparametric methods extended from generalized linear models that can ac-
commodate non-linear functions of covariates and smoothing functions for locations [36,37,65].
We used GAMs because of their flexibility, computational efficiency, power, and sensitivity
to detect areas of elevated disease risks [36,66–68].
In each risk situation we used the residential locations at the time of study enrollment,
si, to model the log odds of disease as
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 + f(si), (2.2)
where β0 is a model intercept, yi = 1 for cases and yi = 0 for controls, and f(si) is a bivariate
smoothing function [36]. The smoothing function is a nonparametric estimate for the spatial
log odds at location si that captures the resdiual spatial variation in risk. Forms of smoothers
that have been used previously in spatial analyses include the locally weighted scatterplot
smoothing (LOESS) [69], and the thin plate regression spline (TPRS) [34,68,70]. For this study
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f(si) in equation (2.2) is the estimate of the spatial log odds at location si using TPRS.
A thin plate spline (TPS) is a type of regression that estimates a smooth function of
multiple predictor variables and the response variable [65,70]. A TPS can be visualized as a
pliant surface with built-in smoothing parameters that describe the tension required to bend
the surface. Typically, determining the number and placement of the sequence of knots re-
quired to construct smoothing splines can be computationally expensive. The TPS approach
includes a ‘wiggliness’ penalty term of predictors in the least square objective function which
allows for knot-free locations [65,68]. A TPRS, an extension of the TPS, truncates the space
of the ‘wiggly’ components of the TPS, which further reduces the computational cost. The
objective function for TPRS fitting is
minimize ||y−UkDkθk −Xρ||2+γθ′kDθk, subject to X′Ukθk = 0, (2.3)
where k is the dimension of the basis used to represent the smooth term, ρ and θ are vectors
of coefficients to be estimated, γ is a smoothing parameter, and y is the vector of yi data.
In the objective function, the matrix X contains linearly independent polynomials spanning
the space, Uk contains the first k columns of U, and Dk is the top left k × k submatrix of
D, where D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the observed predictors, and U contains
the corresponding eigenvectors.
2.2.3 Model Performance Metrics
To examine the overall importance of location in the model and to identify areas of sig-
nificantly elevated risk, we used 999 iterations of Monte Carlo randomizations of the case
labels to draw realizations from the null hypothesis of constant risk throughout the study
area. In each permuted dataset, we randomly assigned outcome status to subjects at their
residential location at diagnosis. Then, for both the observed and permuted data, we com-
pared the difference in model deviance between models with and without the TPRS. We
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ranked the differences from the observed and permuted data in ascending order and calcu-
lated Monte Carlo p-values for overall significant spatial variation in risk by comparing the
rank of observed and permutated data and dividing by the total number of datasets (1000).
To identify spatial clusters, we build pointwise permutation distributions of the spatial log
odds by saving the predicted smoothing term for the model with the TPRS over a 50 × 50
grid covering Iowa. We classified grid cells as statistically significant if the spatial log odds
for the simulated data exceeded the 97.5th percentile of the pointwise distribution.
We evaluated the ability of the models to detect exposure areas of statistically significant
risk by calculating three metrics: detection proportion, spatial sensitivity, and spatial speci-
ficity. For the detection proportion, we calculated the proportion of exposure zones at each
exposure period where the GAM detected the true exposure zone. A detection is defined
as an overlap between the statistically significant grid and the exposure zone. We illustrate
spatial sensitivity and specificity using the example plots in Figure 2.3. The points in the
plot on the left represent residential locations within the true exposure zone, while those
on the right are locations outside of the true risk area. The grid cells represent statistically
significant risk areas identified by the GAM. Spatial sensitivity is the proportion of grid
cells inside the exposure zone that are correctly classified as significant in risk, while spatial
specificity is the proportion of grid cells outside the exposure zone that are correctly not
classified as significant in risk. In this example there is 100% spatial sensitivity; however,
about 16% of grid cells detected by the GAM were incorrectly identified as areas of signifi-
cant risk (false positive rate). We calculated the spatial specificity by subtracting the false
positive rate from 100. For our study, we averaged both the sensitivity and the specificity
over the exposure zones and reported summary measures for each time period. Additionally,
we summarized the performance metrics over time for each exposure zone. For example, we
calculated the proportion of times an exposure zone is detected over all the exposure periods.
This detection proportion for an exposure zone is similar in spirit to measuring statistical
power over spatial units [54].
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(a) 100% Sensitivity (b) 84% Specificity
Figure 2.3. Residential locations within the exposure zone (left), outside of the exposure zone
(right). Grid cells represent statistically significant risk areas identified by the generalized
additive model.
2.3 Results
Figure 2.4 shows plots of the proportion of exposure zones that were detected at each time
period for all of the scenarios in Group A. Generally, the proportion of exposure zones
detected was high near the time of diagnosis or study enrollment (t = 0) and low at times
far from study enrollment. Risk scenarios d = 1, d = 2, and d = 5 had similar ranges, where
the proportion steadily decreased from approximately 90%-95% to 75% over time. The range
for Scenario 3 when d = 3 was slightly attenuated, decreasing from approximately 85% to
70% over time.
The trend for mean spatial sensitivity was similar to proportion detected, with a decrease
in spatial sensitivity as time from study enrollment increased (Figure 2.5). For example, in
scenario 1 mean sensitivity was approximately 86% at the time of diagnosis but decreased
to about 68% 35 years before enrollment. Similarly, the pattern for mean spatial specificity
showed a decrease in model performance over time (Figure 2.6). Across all 4 scenarios, spatial
specificity decreased from values of 75% or more at t = 0 periods before study enrollment to
values closer to 70% at times far from study enrollment.
Maps of detection proportion, mean sensitivity, and mean specificity over time for each
exposure zone are presented along with the jittered residential locations at time of study
enrollment in Figures 2.7-2.9. In general, the figures show that certain zones were easier to
detect than others. For each scenario, detection proportions were > 90% for most exposure
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Figure 2.4. Proportion of exposure zones that were detected at each time period with an
exposure duration of 1 year (top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years
(bottom right) for Group A.
Figure 2.5. Mean spatial sensitivity at each time period with an exposure duration of 1 year
(top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom right) for Group
A.
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Figure 2.6. Mean spatial specificity at each time period with an exposure duration of 1 year
(top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom right) for Group
A.
zones in the east, but closer to 50% in most zones in the west. Although the east-west divide
was noticeable in the maps of mean sensitivity and mean specificity, it was more evident in
the maps of mean sensitivity. For example, when d = 3, mean sensitivity approached 100%
for some zones in the east but was closer to 30% or lower in some zones in the west.
In the maps of detection proportion, mean sensitivity, and mean specificity averaged over
time, population density appeared to impact the ability to detect true clusters or not detect
non-clusters. Broadly, highly populated zones were easier to detect that more sparsely
populated zones. The plots in Figure 2.10 show each performance metric averaged over
the entire 40 year period against the average number of residential locations per exposure
zone. With increased sample size, each metric increased steadily to its maximum value when
the average sample size was approximately 16 subjects. After this cutpoint, increases in
residential locations did not result in marked changes in the performance metric.
Although the ranges were smaller, the trends for the scenarios in Group B were similar
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Figure 2.7. Proportions for each exposure zone averaged over time with an exposure duration
of 1 year (top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom right) for
Group A.
Figure 2.8. Spatial sensitivity for each exposure zone averaged over time with an exposure
duration of 1 year (top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom
right) for Group A.
to those in Group A. For example, in risk scenario 1, each of the metrics decreased with
increasing time since individual exposure (Figure 2.11). Mean sensitivity averaged over time
for each exposure zone for risk scenario 1 is mapped in Figure 2.11 along with the residential
locations at the time of study enrollment. In this map, mean sensitvity is 100% for the most
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Figure 2.9. Spatial specificity for each exposure zone averaged over time with an exposure
duration of 1 year (top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom
right) for Group A.
Figure 2.10. Performance metrics vs average sample size for exposure duration of 1 year for
Group A.
populous exposure zones in eastern Iowa, but closer to 0% in more sparsely populated zones
in the west. Complete results for Group B may be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.11. Plots of proportion (top left), spatial sensitivity (top right), spatial specificity
(bottom left) at each time period given an exposure duration of 1 year, and map of spatial
sensitivity for each exposure zone averaged over time (bottom right) for Group B.
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2.4 Discussion and Conclusions
We conducted a simulation study to investigate the effect of residential mobility on the ability
of statistical models to detect areas where significantly elevated historic environmental ex-
posures led to increased future cancer incidence. The results were influenced by the duration
of the environmental exposure as well as the sample size in each exposure zone. Specifically,
the probability of detection, mean spatial sensitivity, and mean spatial specificity of the
models decreased steadily as time prior to study enrollment increased. In both groups A
and B, the results for the first three scenarios suggested that over time it would be difficult
to detect spatial areas of high-intensity exposure of relatively short duration when using
residential locations at the time of study enrollment in mobile study populations. The im-
plications were similar when we considered the effect of longer exposure durations and lower
exposure intensities (scenario 4). The maps of the summary measures averaged over time
along with the residential locations at the time of study enrollment showed variations in the
ability to detect exposure zones over space. These maps also demonstrated that differences
in population density could contribute to the varying patterns of the model performance
metrics.
The literature is rich with studies comparing the statistical power across numerous clus-
ter detection tests [50,71–74]. However, spatial clustering and cluster detection approaches have
noted limitations in accuracy and power which may lead to dubious results [55,75]. From a
pragmatic policy position, researchers want to avoid either missing true clusters and poten-
tially endangering the public, or reporting false clusters and alarming the public unnecessar-
ily [75,76]. Thus, in order to mitigate some of the inherent limitations to many of the spatial
clustering and cluster detection methods, researchers should carefully consider the underlying
processes that may influence disease cluster formation. For example, Waller et al. illustrated
the impact of the location of a hypothesized cluster on both the statistical power to iden-
tify the cluster and the power to detect clustering generated by the hypothesized cluster [54].
However, in their analysis they did not consider temporal dynamics. While this may be an
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appropriate approach in certain scenarios, our study showed that for chronic non-infectious
diseases with long latencies, important changes may be missed if time is disregarded.
A major strength of our study is that we were able to generate data based on actual
residential histories collected in a population-based case-control study. Historic residential
data are more informative than residential location at the time of enrollment and may
prove more useful in increasing our understanding of the environmental risks associated
with cancer [6,11,53]. While our study provides strong overall evidence of the validity of this
assertion, there are some limitations to our approach that may need to be addressed. For
instance, the intensity of the environmental exposure remained fixed in the active exposure
zone and in successive exposure zones. A more realistic approach would be to allow the
intensity to vary over time and space. Additionally, there may be some probative value in
allowing multiple exposure zones to be activated simultaneously.
The U.S. population is a mobile one, and our analyses demonstrated that residential
mobility complicates the spatial analyses of disease risk, particularly for diseases with long
incubation periods. Although our findings in this study are illuminating, our next steps are
to assess the impact ignoring residential mobility has on the estimates of the environmental
exposure effects. A major challenge in practice is that residential histories have not been
previously collected in most epidemiologic studies. A few authors have demonstrated the
feasibility of generating residential histories using public-record databases [7,45,46]; however,
no one has yet evaluated the impact of using public-record database generated histories in
place of subject-reported addresses to estimate the effects of exposure. Our future work is
also aimed at addressing this knowledge gap.
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Chapter 3
The Impact of Population Mobility on
Estimates of Environmental Exposure
Effects in a Case-Control Study
3.1 Introduction
Spatial epidemiologists describe and analyze geographically indexed health data to under-
stand disease etiology [77,78]. In these studies researchers account for demographic, socioe-
conomic, behavioral, genetic, infectious, and environmental risk factors. Recently, the re-
lationship between exposure to environmental hazards and the health consequences of such
exposures has become an area of increasing public interest [46,79]. As a result, a large body of
research related to this topic has burgeoned within different disciplines [79–81].
Many environmental exposures of concern are difficult, if not impossible, to self-report [46].
However, with advancements in technology and analytic methods, particularly geographic
information system (GIS) tools, researchers are able to use location data to examine the con-
tribution of environmental exposures to disease [78,82]. One popular approach involves using
proximity to an environmental pollution source as a proxy for exposure [83–86]. In another
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analytic framework, investigators link retrospective data on environmental contaminants to
health outcomes observed at spatial locations. Examples of this approach include the New
England Bladder Cancer study on the relationship between arsenic in drinking water and
bladder cancer [87], studies on the association between exposure to air pollutants and adverse
birth outcomes [88–91], and analyses of the association between radon and lung cancer [92–94].
Although past environmental epidemiologic studies offer important insights, there are
notable limitations. For instance, in most spatial epidemiologic case-control studies the
investigators typically assume that either the current residence, residence at diagnosis, or
residence at birth or time of death is an appropriate geographical reference for environmen-
tal exposure. There are, however, a number of questionable assumptions associated with
accepting only one spatial location as a reflection of exposure to environmental factors [95].
When researchers use a single location to assign exposure, they assume implicitly that
individuals reside where causal exposures occurred for as long as or longer than the dis-
ease latency period. For many chronic health outcomes, such as cancer, causative exposures
may have occurred several years, even decades, prior to diagnosis [20,21]. In addition, there
is mounting evidence that cumulative exposure to an environmental hazard may be more
relevant in understanding the causal factors of many health outcomes [78,96]. If we also con-
sider that population mobility in the United States was between 15-20% annually from
1965-1999 and between 11-15% annually from 2000-2017, exposures associated with a single
residential location seem limited in usefulness when evaluating the degree to which exposures
affect diseases with long latency periods [11,26]. Consequently, as Timander et al. note, many
researchers are unable to find significant associations between environmental hazards and
disease because they fail to account for exposures to risk factors that may have happened at
earlier residential locations [55].
Researchers who consider a single geographic location for exposure measurements also
assume implicitly that environmental risk factors are spatially and temporally homogeneous.
While some environmental risk factors are relatively homogenous over space, many, like air
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pollution, are highly variable over small distances [30,31]. Additionally, the concentrations of
several of the pollutants that are common in ambient air vary temporally. Notably, in the
United States there has been a significant decline in the levels of many air pollutants since
1990 [29]. Thus, for studies that examine data over many years, the common assumption of
no population mobility is likely to result in the mischaracterization of exposure, which can
bias estimates of health risk [30,97,98].
In this study, we evaluated whether the common assumption of no population mobility
results in increased bias in the estimates of the relationship between environmental exposures
in a case-control study. To assess how different exposures could potentially affect the results,
we used real data on three environmental exposures with dissimilar spatiotemporal patterns:
nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 micrometers,
and ozone. We simulated case-control data conditioned on a random sample of subjects
with real residential histories in the contiguous United States between 1996 and 2013. Case-
control status was randomly assigned to each subject based on his or her actual exposure and
true exposure effects that varied temporally. We fit five Bayesian logistic regression models
to the generated data, making varying assumptions on population mobility and temporal
variation in exposure. Finally, we compared the bias of exposure effect estimates between
models of similar complexity.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Study Population
The National Institutes of Health (NIH)-AARP (formerly known as the American Asso-
ciation of Retired Persons) Diet and Health Study was a large prospective cohort study
designed to investigate the association between diet and cancer. Participants included more
than 560,000 AARP members 50-69 years of age who resided in one of six states (California,
Florida, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, North Carolina, and Louisiana) or two metropolitan areas
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(Atlanta, Georgia, and Detroit, Michigan). In choosing the states and metropolitan areas,
the investigators selected areas with high-quality cancer registries (90-95 % completeness of
case ascertainment), and large AARP memberships. Additionally, some smaller states and
metropolitan regions with large minority populations were targeted in order to maximize the
minority composition of the cohort.
At study start (1995-1996), participants self-reported residential histories, and addresses
were updated annually through 2013 by matching the cohort database to the National
Change of Address product maintained by the United States Postal Service. In some in-
stances, subjects reported address changes when responding to study mailings. The year
recorded in the data reflects when the subject’s address was updated and not necessarily
the address change year. More details about the NIH-AARP Diet and Health Study can be
found in Schatzkin et al. and Reedy et al. [99–101].
For our study, we used an initial random sample of 1,000 subjects from the NIH-AARP
Diet and Health Study with over 10,000 residential addresses. Addresses were transformed
into geographical coordinates using standard GIS computer software. On average, individuals
in the random sample changed addresses 2.3 times between 1996-2013 with a maximum of
seven residential locations reported. By 2013, subjects were living in the initial study areas
and neighboring states; however, there were no addresses reported in several of the states in
the Midwestern and Western Census Bureau-designated regions (Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.1. Distribution of study population in 2013. Coordinates were jittered to mask true
locations.
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3.2.2 Exposure Assignment
The Air Quality System (AQS) is a national repository for air quality data collected either
daily or almost daily by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), state, local,
and tribal air pollution control agencies at thousands of monitoring sites [102]. We used data
obtained from the AQS to investigate the efffects of three environmental exposures: nitrogen
dioxide (NO2), particulate matter with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 micrometers
(PM2.5), and ozone (O3). We used these pollutants because they are associated with oxidative
stress in the respiratory system, where oxidative stress initiates or promotes lung cancer
formation mechanisms [103,104].
We calculated annual mean levels of each exposure at every monitoring site for every year
between 1996-2013. We used these mean values to predict the exposure concentration at the
subject’s geocoded address using the interpolation method known as ordinary kriging.
Ordinary Kriging
Let s represent a location in a neighborhood D, and let Z(s) = z be the environmental
exposure concentration at that location. We assume that the process that generated z is a
random function
Z(s) = µ+ ε(s), (3.1)
where E[Z(s)] = µ for all s in D, and ε(s) is the residual. Ignoring directionality, let
h = si − sj denote the distance between locations, and assume that the semivariogram, the
function that models the spatial dependence in the data, is known and given by γ(h) =
1
2
E[Z(s)− Z(s+ h)]2.
The goal of ordinary kriging is to predict Z(s0) = z0, for s0 an arbitrary unsampled
location in D, using a weighted linear combination of known values Z(s1), Z(s2), · · · , Z(sn)
at locations s1, s2, · · · , sn in D [105–108], i.e.,
Ẑ(s0) =
n∑
i=1
λi Z(si), (3.2)
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with weights λi, where
∑n
i=1 λi = 1. Given that the mean is assumed to be constant over D,
the ordinary kriging predictor Ẑ(s0) is unbiased,
E[Ẑ(s0)] = E[Z(s0)] = µ, (3.3)
and its prediction variance is given by V ar[Ẑ(s0)−Z(s0)]. The kriging predictor is calculated
so that, among all functions of the data that satisfy Equations 3.2 and 3.3, it minimizes the
prediction variance, making it the best linear unbiased predictor of Z(s0).
For the analyses, we interpolated the value of the environmental exposure for every
subject’s geocoded address using the vgm and krige functions available in the gstat package
in R [64,109]. To visualize the spatial distribution of each exposure, we created surfaces of
the exposure data over the contiguous United States at three time points: 1996, 2002, and
2013 (Figure 3.2). In general, the mean concentrations of NO2 and PM2.5 varied over time.
Notably, in the eastern United States, PM2.5 decreased from an average of 16-18 µg/m
3
in 1996 to about 6-8 µg/m3 in 2013. Also, in most areas the mean concentration of NO2
decreased from 15-20 parts per billion (ppb) in 1996 to 5-10 ppb in 2013. Comparatively, in
most regions in the United States, the mean concentration of O3 did not vary much over
time. In Figure 3.2 it is also evident that in any given year the spatial distributions of the
three exposures were dissimilar. For example, the maps of PM2.5 showed large swaths of the
country where exposure levels were similar, indicating a relatively smooth spatial process.
By contrast, there was considerable small-scale variation in the maps of NO2 and O3, though
the high or low intensity areas differed for each exposure. These variations in the spatial
distributions by exposure allowed us to investigate the potential impact of spatial smoothness
on the estimates.
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Figure 3.2. Maps of mean exposures. NO2 and O3 measured in ppb, and PM2.5 measured in
mg/m3.
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3.2.3 Data Generation
We simulated a population-based case-control study using the residential histories of the
random sample from the cohort study. We examined concurrently the effect of population
size on the analysis by considering two time periods: 1996-2013 (Period A) and 2002-2013
(Period B). Only subjects with complete residential histories within the given time period
were considered for analysis. For Period A, we retained n = 376 subjects with complete
residential histories between 1996 and 2013, while for Period B we used the n = 807 subjects
with complete records from 2002-2013.
To create a case-control study, we designated 2013 as the time of diagnosis for cases or
time of study enrollment for controls (t = 0), and we assigned a binary health outcome to
each individual in the sample. For every subject i = 1, · · · , n, we calculated θi, the log odds
of being a case, based on the subject’s exposure and the true exposure effects that varied
temporally β∗ = (β∗0 , β
∗
1 , · · · , β∗T )′ as,
θi = α
∗ +
T∑
t=0
β∗t et(sit). (3.4)
In Equation 3.4, α∗ is the true exposure-specific intercept, sit is the residential location for
subject i at time t = 0 to T years before the time of diagnosis or enrollment, and et(sit) is
the interpolated exposure value at location sit. We modified the weights of the true exposure
effects β∗ to simulate variations in exposure intensity at different time points (Table 3.1).
In the first scenario we averaged the true exposure effects over the total number of years
of residential data. In the second scenario, we fixed the true exposure effect at diagnosis
and increased the weight of each subsequent parameter by a small increment so that true
exposure effects further away from the time of diagnosis were weighted more heavily. In the
third scenario we reversed the weights of the second scenario so that true effects closer to
t = 0 had greater weight. For each scenario we generated 100 data realizations using the
subject’s exposure history, an exposure-specific intercept, and the true exposure effects. We
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assigned case status yi to subject i by randomly sampling from a binomial distribution with
probability exp(θi)/(1 + exp(θi)).
Table 3.1. Summary of parameters used for data generation.
Period Scenario True intercept True exposure effects
(α∗NO2 , α
∗
PM2.5
, α∗O3) β
∗ = (β∗0 , β
∗
1 , β
∗
2 , · · · , β∗T−1, β∗T )′
A. 1996-2013 1 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.0555, 0.0555, 0.0555, · · · , 0.0555, 0.0555)′
2 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.0058, 0.0117, 0.0175, · · · , 0.0994, 0.1053)′
3 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.1053, 0.0994, 0.0936, · · · , 0.0117, 0.0058)′
B. 2002-2013 1 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.0833, 0.0833, 0.0833, · · · , 0.0833, 0.0833)′
2 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.0128, 0.0256, 0.0385, · · · , 0.1410, 0.1538)′
3 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.1538, 0.1410, 0.1282, · · · , 0.0256, 0.0128)′
Subscripts on true exposure effects indicate time 0 to T years before study enrollment (2013).
3.2.4 Model Specification & Performance Metrics
We used five logistic regression models in the Bayesian framework to model the log odds
of disease. These models were defined by assumptions on population mobility and tem-
poral variation in exposure. Generally, models were defined as spatially fixed if we made
the common assumption of no population mobility or spatially varying if we assumed that
subjects were mobile. Models were characterized as temporally fixed if we assumed that
only a subject’s exposure at the time of diagnosis was relevant for analysis. Models that
accommodated yearly differences in a subject’s exposure using a single estimate were defined
as temporal averages, whereas models where we estimated the exposure effects for each year,
β = (β0, β1, · · · , βT )′, were defined as temporally varying. For each model we estimated α,
the exposure-specific intercept.
For Model 1, the Spatially & Temporally Fixed Model, we modeled the log odds of disease
as,
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α + β e0(si0). (3.5)
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In Model 2, the Spatially Fixed, Temporal Average Model, we estimated a single β to capture
the subject’s average exposure during the analytic time period as,
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α + β ēi, where ēi =
1
T+1
T∑
t=0
et(si0). (3.6)
In Model 3, the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model, we estimated separate expo-
sure effects for each year as,
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α +
T∑
t=0
βt et(si0). (3.7)
In all three of the models presented above, we assumed that each subject always resided at
his or her residence at diagnosis si0, but we relaxed the temporality assumptions for each
successive model. For the last two models we relaxed the spatially fixed assumption. Model
4, the Spatially Varying, Temporal Average Model, was defined as a temporal average as
was Model 2; however, in Model 4 we assumed that subjects were mobile, i.e.,
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α + β ēi, where ēi =
1
T+1
T∑
t=0
et(sit). (3.8)
Lastly, in Model 5, the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model, we used each subject’s
complete environmental exposure history, such that,
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α +
T∑
t=0
βt et(sit). (3.9)
To complete the Bayesian model specification we assigned vague priors to the inter-
cept and regression coefficients: α ∼ N(0, τα) and β = (β0, · · · , βT )′ with independent
βt ∼ N(0, τβt) and τα, τβt ∼ Gamma(0.1, 0.01)†. For each model we estimated the model pa-
rameters using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques implemented in the R2jags
†Normal priors were specified with mean and precision.
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package in R [64,110]. We used 5,000 iterations for burn-in, and 10,000 iterations from three
parallel chains for sampling from the joint posterior distribution. We assessed convergence
using the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic R̂ which evaluates the estimated between-chains and
within-chain variances for each model parameter [111]. If R̂ ≤ 1.1 for all model parameters,
we were reasonably confident that the MCMC algorithm converged. If the algorithm did not
converge, R2jags auto-updated in 5,000 iteration increments until convergence was achieved.
We used the deviance information criterion (DIC) to select the best model from among
the five models described, where models with small DIC were preferred [112]. For each model
we reported parameter estimates along with associated standard deviations (SD) and 95%
credible intervals. Also, we calculated and compared the mean squared error (MSE) of
estimates from models of similar complexity. We elected to use MSE because it incorporates
two components, one that captures the variability of the estimate and the other that measures
its bias.
3.3 Results
According to the DIC, spatially varying models (Models 4 and 5) generally fit the data
better than spatially fixed models (Models 1-3) (Table 3.2). More specifically, in every
scenario involving exposures NO2 and PM2.5, the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model
(Model 5) fit the data best; whereas, the Spatially & Temporally Fixed Model (Model 1)
fit the data worst. Given that guidelines suggest that differences of three or more in DIC
should be regarded as important, we concluded that there were no real differences in model
fit when O3 was the exposure of interest
[112].
For each scenario we compared the exposure effect estimates from the Spatially Fixed
& Temporally Varying Model to the corresponding Spatially & Temporally Varying Model,
given their similar complexity. On average, for both PM2.5 and NO2 the Spatially Fixed &
Temporally Varying Model tended to underestimate true parameters, while estimates from
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Table 3.2. Deviance Information Criterion values for the Bayesian Logistic Re-
gression Models.
Period Exposure Scenario Model
1 2 3 4 5
A. 1996-2013 NO2 1 346.7 344.1 339.1 232.6 239.4
2 450.7 439.6 441.7 289.4 272.5
3 246.2 246.7 237.4 207.2 181.6
PM2.5 1 416.7 403.1 404.1 341.0 342.2
2 512.2 492.6 493.6 387.4 368.8
3 260.9 254.7 254.0 240.4 237.6
O3 1 446.4 446.4 448.8 446.3 448.1
2 446.4 446.3 448.8 446.2 448.1
3 446.5 446.5 448.9 446.4 448.2
B. 2002-2013 NO2 1 839.0 794.6 790.4 671.9 666.4
2 912.0 845.8 845.9 677.0 660.7
3 729.0 707.8 682.5 653.5 624.5
PM2.5 1 954.4 888.7 887.8 829.4 827.0
2 1044.0 964.1 963.8 869.9 852.6
3 770.9 737.8 736.5 716.4 712.2
O3 1 1025.2 1025.1 1027.0 1025.2 1027.1
2 1025.0 1025.1 1027.0 1025.1 1027.1
3 1025.3 1025.3 1027.0 1025.2 1027.3
Model 1 - Spatially & Temporally Fixed Model; Model 2 -Spatially Fixed, Temporal Av-
erage Model; Model 3 -Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model; Model 4 - Spatially
Varying, Temporal Average Model; Model 5 - Spatially & Temporally Varying Model
the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model matched true values more closely (Figures 3.3
and 3.4). This trend was most discernible in Scenario 2 where true exposures effects further
away from the time of diagnosis were weighted more heavily (Tables 3.3-3.6). Furthermore,
in this scenario, the disparity between the estimates and the true effects increased at time
points further away from diagnosis (t = 0). When the sample size was large (Period B), the
largest differences between the true value and estimates from the model under the common
assumption (Model 3) started 5-6 years prior to diagnosis (Tables 3.4 and 3.6). When the
group size was smaller (Period A) the largest differences began 10-12 years before diagnosis
(Tables 3.3 and 3.5). For both NO2 and PM2.5, the associated 95% posterior credible intervals
for the estimates from the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model tended to be narrower than
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those for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model on average (Figures 3.3 and 3.4).
This suggests that the parameter estimates under the assumption of population mobility
were more precise than those under the common assumption. Results for Scenarios 1 and 2
may be found in Appendix B.
In addition to routinely underestimating the true effects, there were scenarios when es-
timates from the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model were positive for some years
but negative for others. This suggests that exposure to the environmental pollutant was at
times a risk factor and at other times protective against the health outcome. This phenom-
ena occurred in all scenarios when sample sizes were small (Tables 3.3, 3.5, B.1-B.4), but
also occurred in two scenarios when the sample size was large (Tables 3.4 and B.6). Expo-
sure effect estimates from the Spatially & Temporally Varying models were never protective
regardless of sample size or exposure.
Broadly, when the sample size was large, the MSE of estimates from the Spatially &
Temporally Varying Model were lower than for estimates from the Spatially Fixed & Tem-
porally Varying Model. For example, 72% of the mean square errors (MSEs) of estimates of
PM2.5 from the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model were lower than the estimates from
the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model in Scenario 2 (Table 3.6). By contrast,
when the sample size was smaller, 29% of the MSEs of estimates from the Spatially & Tem-
porally Varying Model were lower than the estimates from the Spatially Fixed & Temporally
Varying Model for the same scenario (Table 3.5). Generally, the results demonstrated that
when the sample size was small the MSE of estimates from the Spatially Fixed & Temporally
Varying Model were lower than that of estimates from the Spatially & Temporally Varying
Model. Also, on average the MSE of NO2 effect estimates were relatively smaller than the
MSE of PM2.5 estimates from the same model, regardless of the sample size of the group
being analyzed.
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Figure 3.3. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5), Scenario 2.
Figure 3.4. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model
(Model 3) and Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5), Scenario 2.
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Table 3.3. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 1996-2013, Scenario 2.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.006 -0.001 0.064 -0.146 0.129 0.001 0.008 0.070 -0.132 0.163 0.001
β1 0.012 0.106 0.100 -0.035 0.333 0.012 0.020 0.067 -0.107 0.169 0.002
β2 0.018 0.015 0.071 -0.120 0.180 0.001 0.021 0.089 -0.146 0.224 0.002
β3 0.023 -0.075 0.090 -0.290 0.051 0.012 0.034 0.096 -0.132 0.260 0.003
β4 0.029 -0.026 0.077 -0.208 0.114 0.004 0.022 0.094 -0.160 0.230 0.004
β5 0.035 0.034 0.077 -0.092 0.223 0.001 0.030 0.089 -0.133 0.231 0.003
β6 0.041 0.051 0.078 -0.066 0.238 0.001 0.050 0.090 -0.105 0.256 0.005
β7 0.047 0.042 0.072 -0.072 0.213 0.001 0.046 0.084 -0.100 0.233 0.004
β8 0.053 0.057 0.079 -0.065 0.244 0.002 0.060 0.089 -0.087 0.262 0.005
β9 0.058 0.016 0.053 -0.082 0.136 0.003 0.054 0.074 -0.073 0.223 0.005
β10 0.064 0.017 0.053 -0.078 0.142 0.003 0.077 0.082 -0.056 0.262 0.005
β11 0.070 0.026 0.067 -0.084 0.195 0.002 0.063 0.071 -0.056 0.220 0.004
β12 0.076 -0.009 0.056 -0.144 0.097 0.008 0.082 0.079 -0.047 0.256 0.006
β13 0.082 0.026 0.053 -0.060 0.154 0.004 0.074 0.083 -0.066 0.259 0.006
β14 0.088 0.025 0.047 -0.051 0.139 0.004 0.105 0.084 -0.035 0.286 0.007
β15 0.094 -0.068 0.071 -0.232 0.032 0.027 0.086 0.088 -0.062 0.277 0.007
β16 0.099 0.019 0.033 -0.039 0.093 0.007 0.111 0.084 -0.029 0.285 0.006
β17 0.105 0.019 0.039 -0.051 0.109 0.008 0.110 0.080 -0.026 0.273 0.005
Table 3.4. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 2002-2013, Scenario 2.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.013 -0.004 0.048 -0.112 0.091 0.001 0.014 0.050 -0.082 0.121 0.001
β1 0.026 0.059 0.066 -0.038 0.213 0.003 0.008 0.047 -0.085 0.106 0.001
β2 0.038 -0.001 0.052 -0.113 0.107 0.002 0.038 0.066 -0.075 0.190 0.002
β3 0.051 -0.017 0.058 -0.156 0.088 0.005 0.051 0.081 -0.084 0.235 0.003
β4 0.064 0.047 0.072 -0.064 0.217 0.002 0.076 0.084 -0.062 0.263 0.006
β5 0.077 0.077 0.080 -0.042 0.257 0.002 0.061 0.077 -0.064 0.234 0.004
β6 0.090 0.027 0.056 -0.069 0.157 0.005 0.097 0.080 -0.033 0.271 0.005
β7 0.103 0.020 0.057 -0.084 0.149 0.008 0.088 0.076 -0.035 0.250 0.004
β8 0.115 0.153 0.083 0.004 0.316 0.005 0.130 0.083 -0.011 0.300 0.007
β9 0.128 0.016 0.046 -0.069 0.120 0.013 0.138 0.087 -0.010 0.320 0.009
β10 0.141 0.032 0.050 -0.051 0.146 0.013 0.148 0.088 -0.004 0.327 0.008
β11 0.154 0.047 0.052 -0.037 0.165 0.013 0.141 0.068 0.016 0.275 0.006
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Table 3.5. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 1996-2013, Scenario 2.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.006 0.028 0.092 -0.136 0.243 0.004 0.009 0.101 -0.190 0.226 0.005
β1 0.012 0.115 0.141 -0.083 0.451 0.020 0.018 0.114 -0.197 0.265 0.005
β2 0.018 -0.003 0.087 -0.195 0.177 0.002 0.025 0.113 -0.187 0.274 0.006
β3 0.023 0.045 0.115 -0.141 0.339 0.003 0.027 0.126 -0.211 0.314 0.005
β4 0.029 -0.015 0.075 -0.188 0.123 0.003 0.003 0.096 -0.198 0.202 0.004
β5 0.035 0.002 0.098 -0.208 0.216 0.002 0.042 0.118 -0.161 0.321 0.005
β6 0.041 -0.063 0.110 -0.335 0.101 0.015 0.043 0.117 -0.156 0.317 0.005
β7 0.047 -0.006 0.082 -0.189 0.160 0.004 0.039 0.087 -0.111 0.241 0.005
β8 0.053 -0.007 0.093 -0.214 0.184 0.005 0.057 0.108 -0.132 0.303 0.009
β9 0.058 -0.005 0.067 -0.154 0.129 0.005 0.043 0.084 -0.102 0.237 0.004
β10 0.064 0.077 0.115 -0.091 0.356 0.005 0.074 0.094 -0.078 0.289 0.007
β11 0.070 0.064 0.098 -0.088 0.297 0.004 0.069 0.089 -0.077 0.272 0.006
β12 0.076 0.006 0.075 -0.146 0.167 0.007 0.057 0.078 -0.071 0.235 0.004
β13 0.082 0.065 0.099 -0.084 0.305 0.005 0.098 0.113 -0.077 0.356 0.009
β14 0.088 0.028 0.096 -0.139 0.269 0.005 0.115 0.113 -0.067 0.359 0.011
β15 0.094 -0.041 0.083 -0.249 0.089 0.020 0.077 0.094 -0.073 0.287 0.007
β16 0.099 0.024 0.077 -0.110 0.212 0.007 0.102 0.102 -0.063 0.320 0.007
β17 0.105 -0.005 0.073 -0.166 0.142 0.013 0.103 0.104 -0.066 0.329 0.009
Table 3.6. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 2002-2013, Scenario 2.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.013 0.039 0.076 -0.087 0.216 0.003 0.013 0.074 -0.130 0.175 0.003
β1 0.026 0.090 0.105 -0.069 0.335 0.010 0.028 0.073 -0.106 0.193 0.003
β2 0.038 0.068 0.087 -0.070 0.269 0.006 0.050 0.083 -0.089 0.240 0.004
β3 0.051 0.092 0.108 -0.078 0.338 0.010 0.068 0.093 -0.086 0.278 0.007
β4 0.064 0.014 0.056 -0.094 0.136 0.003 0.035 0.065 -0.079 0.182 0.003
β5 0.077 0.030 0.084 -0.123 0.226 0.005 0.080 0.098 -0.073 0.305 0.006
β6 0.090 0.043 0.082 -0.097 0.233 0.006 0.099 0.103 -0.063 0.331 0.009
β7 0.103 0.049 0.072 -0.070 0.214 0.006 0.094 0.078 -0.034 0.261 0.005
β8 0.115 0.096 0.099 -0.057 0.320 0.007 0.119 0.087 -0.023 0.307 0.008
β9 0.128 0.051 0.063 -0.054 0.190 0.009 0.128 0.080 -0.012 0.291 0.008
β10 0.141 0.034 0.063 -0.076 0.180 0.013 0.134 0.082 -0.010 0.303 0.008
β11 0.154 0.088 0.074 -0.029 0.247 0.008 0.145 0.079 0.005 0.304 0.007
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3.4 Discussion and Conclusions
We conducted a simulation study to assess the impact of the common assumption of no
population mobility when estimating environmental exposure effects in a case-control study.
We found that models under the common assumption fit the data worse than models where
subjects were assumed to be mobile. Overall, we identified several scenarios where population
mobility obfuscated the relationship between the environmental exposure and health outcome
under consideration.
First, regardless of the size of the sample, ignoring population mobility resulted in un-
derestimates of subject exposure, particularly in Scenario 2 where true exposures were more
heavily weighted further away from the time of diagnosis or study enrollment. Notably, the
deviations between the true exposure and the estimates were largest at time points further
away from study enrollment. This has profound implications for studies of health outcomes
where critical windows of exposure are suspected to occur early in a subject’s life course. In
scenarios where the sample size was large, the results showed that not accounting for popula-
tion mobility led to increased bias in the estimates of the relationship between exposure and
the outcome. The evidence also suggested that in studies with small sample sizes, the degree
of the bias in exposure estimates may be obscured when mobility is not considered. Addi-
tionally, it is notable that in every scenario where the sample size was small, some exposure
estimates were mischaracterized as protective effects under the common assumption.
Second, the effect of population mobility on the bias of the estimates of the relationship
between the exposure and the outcome was more prominent with exposures that showed
substantial spatial variability. For instance, on average, the MSE of NO2 effect estimates
were smaller than the MSE of PM2.5 estimates from the same model. However, as this may
be an artifact of the relocation distances of the individuals in this study, the impact of spatial
smoothness on the estimates requires further investigation. When O3 was the exposure of
interest, there were no meaningful differences in model fit. This result was unsurprising
given that, on average, there was relatively little temporal variation or spatial heterogeneity
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in the mean concentration of O3. Accordingly, we did not investigate this exposure further.
The main strength of our study was that our simulations were conditioned on real data.
We created a fairly comprehensive study by using real measurements for three exposures
with dissimilar temporal and spatial patterns. Additionally, the generated case-control data
were based on genuine, geographically diverse residential addresses. In a realistic setting,
we were able to emphasize the potential for over- or underestimation of exposure effects
and misleading findings about health risks when the dynamics of population mobility are
not considered. Our results reiterated Tong’s claims that the assessment of outcome and
exposure relationships can be distorted by even relatively low levels of mobility [32].
There are a few limitations to our study, many of which were moderated by the design of
the analysis. For instance, in this study we constructed individual-level exposure histories
using yearly averages of ambient pollution data from regional air quality monitoring stations.
Each state’s network of air monitoring station are designed and operated based on require-
ments developed by the EPA [113,114]. While there may be some concern that the placement
of these monitors could potentially result in biased measurements of the environmental ex-
posure, the objective of this study was not to estimate exposures without bias for subjects in
the NIH-AARP Diet and Health Study. Furthermore, we used the same exposure histories
in all models, operating under the premise that the measurements were true.
Several investigators have suggested using personal monitoring to assess individual-level
exposure instead of assigning exposure using average yearly concentration levels from moni-
toring stations [78,98,115]. In our study we did the latter, implicitly assuming that a subject’s
total personal exposure could be characterized by this value. In reality, individual activity
and air pollution levels are both spatially and temporally dynamic. Thus, exposure histories
constructed solely on residential locations are potentially inadequate for individuals who
spend considerable time at locations with differing exposure levels [30,98]. Moreover, people
are not affected by average yearly pollution levels but by specific hourly pollution levels dur-
ing each day [98]. However, it is often infeasible to implement personal monitoring widely [115].
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In this study we assigned exposures consistently in all our models, thereby assuaging the
effects of not using individual-level exposure.
Accurate exposure assignment is dependent in part on the available location data. In
this study the year recorded in the data was not necessarily the year that the subject moved.
Subsequently, as with most epidemiologic studies involving location-based exposure assess-
ment, there was the potential for incorrect exposure assignment as a result of an incorrect
location [45]. Elliott et al. note that inaccurate or unrepresentative exposure data typically
leads to bias toward no effect [78]. However, we were not able to address this issue within the
scope of this analysis.
For exposures that vary across space, like PM2.5, it is reasonable to expect risk effects that
are spatially varying. While we did not account for spatial heterogeneity in this study, our
models are flexible enough to make accommodations for spatially varying exposure effects
by using a spatial prior to model the space-dependent β parameters [116].
A potential concern with the inference made with the temporally varying models is the
lack of characterization of the temporal correlation among the time varying exposure effects.
We could address this concern by using a shrinking prior across time for the β parameters,
or by projecting the β vector across time into its temporally orthogonal Fourier components
and using the independent Fourier components in the model to characterize the exposure
effects [31,117].
While we found that ignoring population mobility leads to biased exposure effect es-
timates, there are instances when the assumption of mobility is less important in spatial
epidemiologic case-control studies. For example, when a single, high toxic dose of an envi-
ronmental pollutant elicits a near instantaneous adverse response, using a single geographic
reference may be sufficient. This was the case in the Seveso accident in northern Italy where
chloracne incidences increased considerably immediately after residential populations were
exposed to high levels of 2,3,7,8- tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) [19,78].
Our study demonstrates that historic residential data are more informative than a single
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residential location when investigating the spatially and temporally dynamic environmental
risks associated with longer-latency health outcomes. However, residential histories have
not been typically collected in most epidemiologic studies. For many epidemiologists who
wish to account for mobility in their analyses, the cost of collecting residential histories may
be prohibitive [45]. According to the literature, public-record database generated residential
histories are a reasonable alternative to the expensive, time consuming, and often infeasible
method of constructing residential histories [7,45,46]. Still, to our knowledge, no study has
evaluated the impact of using public-record database generated residential histories in lieu of
subject-reported addresses when estimating environmental exposure effects in a case-control
study. This gap in the literature will be addressed in our future research.
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Chapter 4
Evaluating the Utility of
Public-Record Generated Residential
Histories when Estimating
Environmental Exposure Effects in a
Case-Control Study
4.1 Introduction
In many of the spatial epidemiologic studies that link the effects of environmental pollution
to human health, researchers use geographical location as either a surrogate for unknown
environmental exposure or as the basis for assigning exposure [7]. Usual choices for locations
include the subject’s residential location at the time of diagnosis or study enrollment, and
in some instances residence of longest duration, birth or death [13–18]. There is compelling
evidence, however, that population mobility may complicate the relationship between spa-
tially and temporally heterogenous environmental exposures and disease risk, particularly
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for diseases with lengthy incubation period [33,118]. Nevertheless, given the ease of collection,
residence at the time of diagnosis or study enrollment is usually the only location information
that is available [7,119].
The United States has a reputation for relatively high yearly mover rates [12]. For example,
according to census estimates, the 2018 mover rate was 10.1%, and ranged between 11-
20% annually from 1965-2017 [11,26,27]. Researchers in various fields have recognized that
ignoring population mobility may lead to exposure misclassification, and diminished study
power [11,32]. They suggest that for individuals who have been diagnosed with long-latency
diseases such as cancer, historic residential locations may provide more information about
potential environmental carcinogens [16,33,34,119–121].
Residential histories are the listings of the places and dates where people have lived.
While they are routinely collected in epidemiologic studies in many European countries, it is
not currently the norm in the United States to compile them [7,33,45]. For many researchers,
collecting residential histories is either cost prohibitive, time consuming, or infeasible [46].
As investigators increasingly recognize the importance of residential histories in long-
latency health outcome studies, they have explored the possibility of generating them from
public-record databases when they have not been collected [122]. Jacquez et al. used five
performance metrics to compare lifetime self-reported residential history data from a case-
control study of bladder cancer to residential histories generated from querying LexisNexis,
the world’s largest public-records electronic database [45,123]. Enrollees in the bladder cancer
study were limited to subjects living in one of 11 counties in Michigan for at least five
consecutive years, The residential histories constructed using LexisNexis data were limited
to the three most recent addresses routinely available in the basic retrieval service. Wheeler
and Wang evaluated the ability of LexisNexis to replicate self-reported residential histories for
a random sample of subjects from the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-AARP (formerly
the American Association of Retired Persons) Diet and Health Study [7]. They expanded
the scope of Jacquez et al.’s study in several ways. For instance, they used data from a
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geographically diverse cohort study, and when necessary, they used an enhanced service
to retrieve address data that covered the entire study period. Additionally, they used 11
performance metrics, including a spatial match, to compare how well LexisNexis recreated
addresses collected in the NIH-AARP study. Inspired by the work of Jacquez et al., Hurley
et al. evaluated the feasibility of constructing and supplementing residential histories using
commercially available data. In their analysis, they used residential history data collected
for active or retired female public school employees living in California who were enrolled in
a large prospective cohort study on breast cancer [46]. The authors performed two analyses
which they characterized as retrospective and prospective. In the retrospective analysis they
focused on the extent to which LexisNexis could be used to supplement residential histories.
They summarized the number of addresses returned by LexisNexis for time periods prior
to study enrollment, and described the temporal coverage captured by those addresses.
However, given that in the breast cancer study file there were no addresses for times prior to
enrollment, the authors did not evaluate the accuracy of the LexisNexis addresses and dates
for the retrospective study. In the prospective study, they compared the residential histories
maintained by the breast cancer study to the data retrieved from LexisNexis at several time
periods after enrollment.
To our knowledge, no one has evaluated the impact of using public-record database gener-
ated residential histories in place of subject-reported histories when estimating environmental
exposure effects in a case-control study. In the studies that we have presented, the authors
have suggested LexisNexis as a promising alternative to collecting residential histories; how-
ever, in each study the authors acknowledge some inaccuracies. [7,45,46]. Given that incorrect
geographic locations could result in exposure misclassification which can bias estimates of
health risk, in this study we assessed the degree of the measurement error when residential
histories generated from querying LexisNexis were used in lieu of those collected during a
study [30,97]. Based on the findings of the previous studies, we expected that using residential
histories from public-record vendors in place of histories collected during a study would not
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significantly alter the bias for estimates of the exposure effects. To evaluate our hypothesis,
we simulated case-control status for a random sample from a large prospective cohort study
using the residential histories of each subject to assign environmental exposures.
We evaluated three exposures separately to assess whether dissimilarities in the temporal
and spatial patterns in the the observed exposure data would affect our results. We assigned
the simulated outcome to the same subject in the LexisNexis data, and fit Bayesian logistic
regression models to the data from both sources. We compared the absolute bias of the
exposure effects when the models were fit to the collected data to those based on fitting the
same models to the generated residential histories.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Study Data
This study was based on data collected from a random sample of 1,000 subjects enrolled
in the National Institutes of Health (NIH)-AARP (formerly the American Association for
Retired Persons) Diet and Health Study, a large prospective cohort study initiated in 1995-
1996 to examine the association between diet and cancer [99,124]. The initial cohort con-
sisted of approximately 560,000 AARP members aged 50-69 years, who resided in one of six
states (California, Florida, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, North Carolina, and Louisiana) or two
metropolitan areas (Atlanta, Georgia, and Detroit, Michigan) at the time of enrollment.
During recruitment, subjects provided baseline demographic and lifestyle data and re-
ported residential addresses in self-administered questionnaires. Residential addresses were
updated through 2013 by matching the cohort database to the National Change of Address
database maintained by the United States Postal Service. On occasion, address updates
were obtained directly from participants who reported changes in follow-up questionnaires
or study mailings. Residential addresses were transformed into geographical coordinates us-
ing standard geographic address databases. Periodically, the cohort data were matched to
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the United States Social Security Administration’s Death Master File to determine which
participants were deceased.
After we removed one subject due to missing location data, there were 2,282 unique
residential addresses in the contiguous United States for the 999 individuals remaining in
the random sample. We defined this sample as ‘Collected’ data.
4.2.2 Public-Records Data
With more than 65 billion records, LexisNexis (a division of RELX, Inc., previously known
as Reed Elsevier) is the world’s largest vendor of legal and public-records related informa-
tion [123]. While the algorithm used by LexisNexis is proprietary, they compile data from more
than 10,000 diverse sources including: driver’s license records; marriage and divorce records;
Social Security Administration death records; voter registrations; professional licenses; mo-
tor vehicle, boat, and aircraft registrations; real estate, tax assessor, and mortgage records;
court filings and criminal history records; business records; and the Office of Foreign Assets
Control master list of suspected terrorists [46].
For our study, we used residential histories generated by LexisNexis for the random
sample of participants. The data contained the name, address, and occupancy start and
end dates for each subject in the random sample. Basic and enhanced services were used
to retrieve addresses that spanned the time of the study since enrollment, and addresses
were transformed into geographical coordinates using address matching in ArcGIS software.
As with the NIH-AARP data, we removed subjects with missing information leaving 941
individuals with 2,439 unique residential locations in the contiguous United States available
for analysis. We characterized this dataset as ‘Purchased’ data.
4.2.3 Analysis Groups
We performed four separate analyses (A-D) to investigate the impact of using public records
in place of study-collected addresses when estimating environmental exposure effects on a
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health outcome. These analyses were defined by 1) the study periods (1996-2013 or 2002-
2013), and 2) our imputation approaches when no residential location was recorded for a
subject in a given year. We used two methods for handling missing residential addresses.
In all instances, if there were gaps in the subject’s residential history, we replaced a missing
address with the most recent residential location prior to it, i.e., we assumed last observa-
tion carried forward (LOCF). In one instance, to ensure that a subject’s history spanned
the entire study duration, we used the subject’s earliest residential location to fill in miss-
ing addresses back till 1996, i.e., next observation carried backward (NOCB). We believed
that both approaches were reasonable given that the initial cohort was comprised of AARP
members. We used the na.locf function, available in the zoo library in R to perform both
imputation methods [64,125]. For each analysis we used the same approach to impute missing
values in both the Collected and Purchased datasets.
Analysis A
For the first analysis we imputed missing values using LOCF, and retained subjects with com-
plete residential histories that were common to both the Collected and Purchased datasets
between 1996-2013 (nCollected = nPurchased = 155). Approximately 52% of the subjects in the
Collected data moved three or more times over the span of the time period, while less that
3% of subjects remained at the same address (Table 4.1). Given that we excluded subjects
in the Collected data whose records we were unable to source in the Purchased data, this
analysis was optimistic in favor of LexisNexis.
Analysis B
In the second analysis we created complete residential histories spanning 1996-2013 for all
subjects in both the Collected and Purchased datasets using both imputation methods.
We used LOCF to fill gaps within a subject’s residential history before using NOCB to
ensure that addresses covered the study duration (nCollected = 999;nPurchased = 941). In
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this analysis, nearly 36% of subjects in the Collected data moved three or more times, while
approximately 19% of participants remained at the same address over the course of the study
(Table 4.1).
Analysis C
For the third analysis we imputed missing values using LOCF and retained nCollected =
nPurchased = 705 subjects with complete residential histories between 2002-2013. As with
Analysis A, we only used subjects that were common to both data sources. Thus, this
analysis was inherently favorable toward LexisNexis. In the Collected data used for both
Analyses C and D, approximately 35% of participants moved three or more times between
2002 and 2013, whereas about 21% of subjects never relocated during that time period (Table
4.1).
Analysis D
In the final analysis we used datasets of disparate sizes. After imputing missing values
using LOCF, we retained nCollected = 807 subjects from the Collected dataset with complete
residential histories spanning 2002-2013; however, only nPurchased = 705 of these subjects
had complete generated residential histories that covered the same time period.
Table 4.1. Total number of unique addresses per participant in the Collected data for each
analyis.
Total number of unique addresses Analysis
A B C & D
N(%) N(%) N(%)
1 4 (2.6) 186 (18.6) 146 (20.7)
2 70 (45.2) 457 (45.7) 313 (44.4)
3 48 (31.0) 248 (24.8) 166 (23.5)
4 21 (13.5) 76 (7.6) 56 (8.0)
5 10 (6.5) 27 (2.7) 21 (3.0)
6 1 (0.6) 4 (0.4) 2 (0.3)
7 1 (0.6) 1 (0.1) 1 (0.1)
155 (100.0) 999 (100.0) 705 (100.0)
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4.2.4 Environmental Exposures
We created separate exposure surfaces for nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter with
aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5), and ozone (O3) for each year
between 1996-2013. We obtained the yearly concentrations of each pollutant from the En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) Air Quality System database, which contains mea-
surements of ambient air pollutant concentrations collected at sparse monitoring locations
throughout the United States [102,126]. We calculated the mean concentration of each exposure
at every monitoring site for the 0 to T years prior to enrollment, where T = 17 for period
1996-2013 and T = 11 for period 2002-2013. We used the exposure data and the ordinary
kriging interpolation method to predict the mean exposure level at each subject’s geocoded
residential location in the Collected and Purchased datasets, separately for each year and
for each exposure.
We used the vgm and krige functions available in the gstat package in R to perform
ordinary kriging [64,109]. Ordinary kriging is a popular geostatistical method of prediction
based on the assumption that the variation of an exposure is random and spatially de-
pendent [105–108,127]. It is assumed that the underlying random process that generated the
exposure concentration Z(s) = z, at location s in neighborhood D, is intrinsically stationary
with constant mean and variance that depends only on the separation in distance between
locations. That is,
Z(s) = µ+ ε(s), (4.1)
where E[Z(s)] = µ for every s in D, ε(s) is the residual, and spatial variation is known
and represented in the variogram function γ(h) = 1
2
E[Z(s)− Z(s + h)]2, where h = si − sj
denotes the distance between locations.
A kriged prediction Ẑ(s0), for s0 an arbitrary unsampled location in D, is a weighted
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linear combination of known values Z(s1), Z(s2), · · · , Z(sn), i.e.,
Ẑ(s0) =
n∑
i=1
λi Z(si), for si in D (4.2)
where λi are weights that sum to one to ensure that the estimate is unbiased. Given that the
mean is assumed to be constant over D, the expected difference E[Ẑ(s0)− Z(s0)] = 0, and
the prediction variance is given by V ar[Ẑ(s0) − Z(s0)]. The kriging predictor is calculated
so that it is the optimal unbiased linear predictor, which means that each interpolated value
is calculated to minimize the prediction variance for that location.
4.2.5 Data Generation
We created synthetic case-control data based on the residential histories of the individuals in
the Collected dataset, designating 2013 as the time of enrollment in our study. To simulate
a health outcome for each subject i, we calculated θi, the log odds of being a case, as
θi = α
∗ +
T∑
t=0
β∗t et(sit), (4.3)
where α∗ is a true exposure-specific intercept, β∗ = (β∗0 , β
∗
1 , · · · , β∗T ) represents true tempo-
rally varying exposure effects at time t = 0 to T years before study enrollment, and et(sit) is
the mean exposure value for individual i at location sit. We assigned case status yi to subject
i by randomly sampling from a Bernoulli distribution with probability exp(θi)/exp(1 + θi).
We assigned the simulated outcome to the same subject in the Purchased dataset based on
the unique personal identification number.
For each of the four previously described analyses we considered three scenarios where we
varied the size of the true exposure effects β∗ to amplify differences in a subject’s exposure at
different time points (Table 4.2). We generated 100 synthetic case-control data realizations
for every scenario. In the first scenario we weighted the true exposure effects equally each
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Table 4.2. Summary of parameters used for data generation.
Period Analysis Scenario True intercept True exposure effects
(α∗NO2 , α
∗
PM2.5
, α∗O3) β
∗ = (β∗0 , β
∗
1 , β
∗
2 , · · · , β∗T−1, β∗T )
1996-2013 A. 1 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.0555, 0.0555, 0.0555, · · · , 0.0555, 0.0555)
2 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.0058, 0.0117, 0.0175, · · · , 0.0994, 0.1053)
3 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.1053, 0.0994, 0.0936, · · · , 0.0117, 0.0058)
B. 1 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.0555, 0.0555, 0.0555, · · · , 0.0555, 0.0555)
2 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.0058, 0.0117, 0.0175, · · · , 0.0994, 0.1053)
3 (−15.0,−12.0,−1.0) (0.1053, 0.0994, 0.0936, · · · , 0.0117, 0.0058)
2002-2013 C. 1 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.0833, 0.0833, 0.0833, · · · , 0.0833, 0.0833)
2 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.0128, 0.0256, 0.0385, · · · , 0.1410, 0.1538)
3 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.1538, 0.1410, 0.1282, · · · , 0.0256, 0.0128)
D. 1 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.0833, 0.0833, 0.0833, · · · , 0.0833, 0.0833)
2 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.0128, 0.0256, 0.0385, · · · , 0.1410, 0.1538)
3 (−12.0,−10.5,−0.75) (0.1538, 0.1410, 0.1282, · · · , 0.0256, 0.0128)
Subscripts on true exposure effects indicate time 0 to T years before study enrollment (2013).
Analysis A: nCollected = nPurchased = 155; Analysis B: nCollected = 999;nPurchased = 941.
Analysis C: nCollected = nPurchased = 705; Analysis D: nCollected = 807;nPurchased = 705.
year. By contrast, in the second scenario we fixed the true exposure at enrollment (t = 0)
then increased the size of each previous parameter incrementally so that the true exposure
effect was smallest at enrollment. In the final scenario, true exposure effects were largest at
enrollment, decreasing incrementally with increased time since enrollment.
4.2.6 Model Specification & Performance Metrics
We fit five Bayesian logistic regression models to all generated datasets. These five models
represented different assumptions researchers make about the effect of mobility on estimates
of the relationship between environmental exposures and an outcome of interest. In the first
three models we assumed that the mean exposure concentration at the residential location
at study enrollment, si0, adequately characterized a subject’s exposure for the duration of
the study. As previously discussed, this assumption of no population mobility is common in
many spatial epidemiologic studies [34].
In Model 1 (Equation 4.4) we included the interpolated mean exposure concentration at
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a subject’s residential location in 2013 and modeled the log odds of disease as
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α + β e0(si0). (4.4)
In Model 2 (Equation 4.5), we estimated an exposure effect that captured the subject’s
average exposure over the entire analytic period as
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α + β ēi, where ēi =
1
T
T∑
t=0
et(si0). (4.5)
In Model 3, we estimated separate exposure effects for each year as
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α +
T∑
t=0
βt et(si0). (4.6)
For the last two models we assumed that subjects were mobile. In Model 4 (Equation 4.7), we
estimated a single exposure effect that characterized the subject’s average exposure over the
entire analytic period; however, in Model 5 (Equation 4.8) we used each subject’s complete
environmental exposure history.
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α + β ēi, where ēi =
1
T
T∑
t=0
et(sit). (4.7)
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= α +
T∑
t=0
βt et(sit). (4.8)
We completed the Bayesian model specification by assigning priors to the intercept and
regression coefficients: α ∼ N(0, τα), β = (β0, · · · , βT )′ with independent βt ∼ N(0, τβt), and
τα, τβ ∼ Gamma(0.1, 0.01)†. We estimated the model parameters by implementing Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques in the R2jags package in R [64,110]. For each model
†Normal priors are specified with mean and precision.
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we used three parallel chains, discarding the initial 5,000 iterations before sampling the re-
maining 10,000 iterations from the joint posterior distribution. We assessed convergence
using the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic [111]. If the potential scale reduction factors (R̂) were
less than or equal to 1.1 for all model parameters, we were confident that the MCMC algo-
rithm converged. If the algorithm did not converge, R2jags auto-updated in 5,000 iteration
increments until convergence was achieved.
For Analyses A and C, we compared the deviance information criterion (DIC) for the
model fit to the Collected dataset to the DIC when the same model was fit to the Purchased
dataset under the assumption that these data sources were comparable. General guidelines
suggest that models with small DIC indicate better fit, where differences of three or more
in DIC signal important differences in model fit [112]. We were unable to compare model fit
for Analyses B and D given that in each analysis the Collected and Purchased datasets were
inherently different. For every scenario, we calculated the odds ratios and associated 95%
credible intervals by exponentiating the mean posterior estimates and credible intervals. We
also calculated the absolute bias of the estimates for all model coefficients and compared those
found from fitting the models to the Purchased datasets to those derived from fitting the
models to the corresponding Collected datasets using locally estimated scatterplot smoothing
(LOESS).
4.3 Results
For both NO2 and PM2.5 there were notable differences in model fit (Table 4.3). In almost
every instance, model fit was considerably worse when we used the Purchased data, regardless
of the assumptions made about mobility. However, there were no substantial differences in
model fit when O3 was the exposure of interest which is likely due to its temporal and spatial
homogeneity.
For each analysis, we focused on the metrics from Models 3 and 5, where we estimated
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separate exposure effects for each year but made different assumptions about residential
mobility. Given that many studies still use the no residential mobility assumption, we
assessed whether the estimated effects from fitting Model 3 to the Purchased data were
comparable to those obtained from fitting Model 3 to the Collected data. However, because
our research was premised on the importance of historic environmental exposures when
studying cancer risk, we were particularly interested in comparing the estimated exposure
effects from fitting Model 5 to the two data sources. It is for this same reason that we
emphasized the results for Scenario 2, where true exposure effects were weighted more heavily
at locations furthest away from the time of study enrollment. The results for all other
scenarios may be found in Appendix C.
4.3.1 Analysis A
On average, fitting either Model 3 or Model 5 to the Purchased data resulted in NO2 effect
estimates that tended to underestimate the true parameter values (Figure 4.1). In some
years, estimates from both models were even mischaracterized as protective. For Model 5,
the disparity was most noticeable at times furthest away from diagnosis beginning around
t = 9. Noticeably, in most years, the estimated odds ratios from fitting Model 3 to the
Collected data matched the corresponding incorrect effects from applying the model to the
Purchased data. The estimated odds ratios from fitting Model 5 to the Collected data
matched true values closely.
When we assumed that the population was mobile (Model 5), the absolute biases of
estimates from fitting the model to the Purchased data were always larger than the values
derived from fitting the model to the Collected data (Figure 4.2). By comparison, the biases
of estimates from fitting Model 3 to the Purchased data were similar to those from fitting
the model to the Collected data at the time of study enrollment (t = 0), but larger in
the preceding years when the true parameters were more heavily weighted. In those years
the estimate biases’ from fitting Model 3 to the Purchased data exceeded the biases of the
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estimates from applying the same model to the Collected data.
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Table 4.3. Deviance Information Criterion values for the Bayesian Logistic Regression Models for Analyses A and C.
Analysis Exposure Scenario Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5
Collected Purchased Collected Purchased Collected Purchased Collected Purchased Collected Purchased
A.(1996-2013) NO2 1 150.9 156.8 141.2 151.5 143.4 154.1 91.3 121.9 95.3 123.8
2 184.9 189.6 175.2 185.6 177.7 187.4 106.5 150.2 99.0 149.1
3 99.3 109.8 93.2 108.0 93.5 109.3 81.8 92.9 70.4 94.1
PM2.5 1 174.6 177.0 162.4 169.5 162.5 168.8 135.0 149.8 138.0 152.0
2 216.2 216.2 212.0 216.2 207.3 211.3 159.1 182.5 154.4 180.1
3 108.2 110.3 100.8 107.9 98.8 107.6 97.4 103.4 94.4 102.7
O3 1 184.1 184.1 184.2 184.1 185.6 185.4 184.2 184.1 185.4 185.5
2 184.1 184.0 184.1 184.0 185.5 185.3 184.1 184.0 185.3 185.5
3 184.2 184.2 184.2 184.2 185.7 185.5 184.2 184.2 185.4 185.6
C.(2002-2013) NO2 1 720.4 810.0 672.2 777.0 671.4 776.6 565.3 665.8 564.8 653.5
2 786.7 869.5 716.5 823.5 717.4 821.2 569.1 693.6 555.2 653.9
3 618.6 718.4 595.2 701.0 577.7 694.9 548.8 624.8 528.9 624.1
PM2.5 1 818.2 840.5 766.2 815.5 768.4 817.3 717.3 774.0 718.2 770.0
2 908.0 928.4 839.2 892.7 838.0 891.5 755.3 834.7 740.6 814.4
3 670.2 689.9 641.8 677.4 640.7 678.3 620.1 651.7 617.7 655.6
O3 1 894.8 894.8 894.8 894.7 896.2 896.6 894.8 894.8 896.1 896.2
2 894.7 894.7 894.7 894.6 896.0 896.5 894.7 894.6 895.9 896.1
3 894.9 894.8 894.8 894.8 896.2 896.6 894.8 894.8 896.2 896.2
Analysis A: nCollected = nPurchased = 155; Analysis C: nCollected = nPurchased = 705.
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Figure 4.1. NO2 odds ratios (OR) for Analysis A, Scenario 2. Analysis A spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = nPurchased = 155).
Figure 4.2. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis A, Scenario 2. Analysis A spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = nPurchased = 155).
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4.3.2 Analysis B
In Analysis B, the NO2 estimates from fitting models to the Purchased data tended to un-
derestimate true parameters regardless of the assumptions on population mobility, beginning
at t = 8 for Model 3 and t = 10 for Model 5 (Figure 4.3). For some of the years in Model
3, the estimated odds ratios were also misclassified as protective. When the population
was assumed to be mobile, the estimates based on fitting the model to the Collected data
matched the true values closely. When we did not assume that the population was mobile,
the odds ratios from fitting Model 3 to the Collected data were similar to those based on
the Purchased data. As such, the LOESS curve for the biases of the estimates from fitting
Model 3 to the Purchased data was almost exactly the same as that of the Collected data.
By comparison there was a stark contrast between the curves of the biases of the estimates
from fitting Model 5 to the two data sources (Figure 4.4). In general, the estimate biases
from fitting the model to the Purchased data was larger than the near zero estimate bias for
the Collected data and increased each year prior to diagnosis.
Figure 4.3. NO2 odds ratios (OR) for Analysis B, Scenario 2. Analysis B spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = 999;nPurchased = 941).
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Figure 4.4. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis B, Scenario 2(a). Analysis B spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = 999;nPurchased = 941).
4.3.3 Analysis C
Generally, for both PM2.5 and NO2, the odds ratios derived from fitting Models 3 and 5 to
the Purchased data tended to underestimate the true values (Figure 4.5). The deviations
from the true parameters were particularly noteworthy starting when t = 3. The odds ratios
estimated from fitting Model 5 to the Collected data matched the true parameters closely.
The odds ratios from fitting the model under the assumption of no population mobility to
the Collected data tended to 1) underestimate the true values and 2) match the estimates
from fitting the Model to the Purchased data.
When we assumed that residents were mobile, the absolute biases of estimates from
fitting the model to the Purchased data were smaller or about the same on average, as those
derived from fitting the model to the Collected data (Figure 4.6). At the time of enrollment,
and in the few years preceding, the absolute biases of estimates from fitting Model 3 to
the Purchased data were comparable to those based on fitting the model to the Collected
data. Thereafter, the absolute biases of estimates from models fit to the Purchased data
were larger than those from models based on the Collected data.
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Figure 4.5. NO2 odds ratios (OR) for Analysis C, Scenario 2. Analysis C spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = nPurchased = 705).
Figure 4.6. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis C, Scenario 2. Analysis C spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = nPurchased = 705).
4.3.4 Analysis D
Overall, the results for Analysis D were similar to those of Analysis C, with negligible
differences in the estimates from models that were fit to the Collected data (Figures 4.7).
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Generally, fitting Model 3 to either data source resulted in odds ratios that underestimated
the true values. As in Analysis C, the estimates based on the Purchased data were similar
in size to those based on the Collected data. Estimates were dissimilar when subjects were
assumed to be mobile. The estimates based on fitting Model 5 to the Purchased data
matched true parameters closely while estimates based on fitting the model to the Collected
data deviated from the truth starting at t = 3.
Based on the LOESS curve, the absolute biases of estimates from fitting Model 3 to the
Purchased data were comparable to those based on fitting the model to the Collected data
at the time of enrollment and in the few years preceding 4.8). Thereafter, the absolute biases
of estimates from fitting the model to the Purchased data were larger than those based on
the Collected data. When we assumed that residents were mobile, the absolute biases of
estimates from fitting the model to the Purchased data were smaller or about the same on
average, as those derived from fitting the model to the Collected data prior to t = 6. After
this time point, biases from fitting the model to the Purchased data were slightly larger than
those from fitting the model to the Collected data.
Figure 4.7. NO2 odds ratios (OR) for Analysis D, Scenario 2. Analysis D spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = 807;nPurchased = 705).
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Figure 4.8. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis D, Scenario 2. Analysis D spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = 807;nPurchased = 705).
4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, we evaluated the impact of using public-record database addresses in place
of those collected during a study when estimating health effects related to environmental
exposures. We conducted four separate analysis covering two time periods (1996-2013 and
2002-2013), creating exposure profiles for each subject based on residential histories gener-
ated from queries to LexisNexis (Purchased) and separate profiles based on histories collected
in a prospective cohort study (Collected). These profiles were also defined by the method we
used to impute missing locations. For Analyses A and C, the sample size of the Purchased
dataset was the same as the Collected dataset, whereas for Analyses B and D the datasets
were of disparate sizes.
In almost every instance where NO2 or PM2.5 was the exposure of interest, model fit
was considerably worse for models fit to Purchased data compared to those used to model
the Collected data, portending potential limitations in using public-records data in place of
collected data. When O3 was the exposure of interest, there were no meaningful differences
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in model fit between the Purchased and Collected datasets. The implication of this result
is that public-records data may be useful in instances where the environmental hazard is
relatively homogenous over space and time.
When we assumed that subjects were mobile, we found that estimates based on the
Purchased dataset underestimated true effects in most instances. In Analysis A, which
covered 1996-2013, the discrepancies began 9 years prior to diagnosis (2004) and continued
in the years further away from diagnosis. For Analyses B, C, and D, the gap began 3 years
prior to diagnosis (2010). Notwithstanding the consistent mischaracterization of the size
of the exposure effects in Analyses C and D, we found smaller differences in bias in these
analyses compared to Analyses A and B. This suggests that public-record databases could
be a potential alternative to collecting residential histories for large studies that begin in the
early 2000s.
Our study has several strengths. We used a relatively large random sample, from a
prospective cohort study that had geographically diverse addresses that covered a significant
portion of the United States as the basis of our simulated datasets.
Additionally, we considered analyses of varying durations. This allowed us to explore
the utility of constructing residential histories from public-records data in short-term and
comparatively longer-term studies. Furthermore, we investigated the impact on the bias of
the estimates when we did not retrieve complete data from LexisNexis for all of the subjects
recruited to our study (Analyses B and D). By contrast, two of our analyses (Analyses A
and C) were constructed to favor LexisNexis, i.e., if data were missing for subjects in the
Purchased dataset, we deleted the records from the Collected dataset. Although Hurley
et al. note that participant recall error is one of the major limitations to using collected
data as the gold standard, this was not a consideration in our analyses given that all of the
residential locations used in our study were initially collected in a prospective cohort study,
which we reconfigured to create synthetic case-control data [46].
Our study also has limitations. Inherently, we were limited by the quality of the data,
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in that, discrepancies between the estimates from models fit to the Purchased data and
the Collected data may be explained by inaccuracies in one or both of the data sources.
For example, in both datasets, the recorded years reflect when each subject’s address was
updated and not necessarily a relocation date. Thus, depending on the sources used to
update the respective datasets, there may have been temporal mismatches between the
Purchased and Collected data. Additionally the addresses in the Purchased dataset, do not
necessarily establish residential locations. Instead, they reflect mailing addresses which could
potentially include workplace addresses and post office boxes [46]. As such, address changes
do not necessarily represent residential relocations.
In this study, we treated the Collected data as the gold-standard. It is important to
note that our interpretations of the results would be different if the Purchased data were
treated as the benchmark. In addition, there were certain participant characteristics which
may have influenced the results. For example, in the original cohort study, enrollees were
between 50-69 years old at recruitment (1995-1996). It is possible that the results would
vary if the analyses were repeated with a younger, potentially more mobile population [45].
Our results affirm the conclusions of Wheeler and Wang who suggested that the usefulness
of LexisNexis as an alternative to collecting residential histories potentially depended on the
start year for the period of interest and the duration of the study period [7]. The results
for the analyses which spanned 2002-2013, suggest that a likely reason for some of the
differences between the Purchased and Collected data for years prior to to 2002 may be that
electronic databases that capture this type of data did not exist previously. With advances
in technology, more public-records data are being stored electronically; thus, it may be
beneficial to revisit this work in a few years.
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Chapter 5
Incorporating an Environmental
Index for Temporally Correlated
Exposures in a Spatial Risk Analysis
of Case-control Data
5.1 Introduction
Researchers can use spatial models to identify geographic administrative areas with high
disease prevalence. Based on this knowledge, policymakers can implement evidence-informed
health and health economic policies such as targeted interventions.
Multiple membership modeling is a specific method used for modeling data where lower
level statistical units are nested within multiple higher level units of the same classifica-
tion [128,129]. Residential mobility is one example of individuals having membership in multi-
ple units at a given level of clustering. Residential duration is an important consideration in
studies of cancer risk given that the length of time an individual is exposed to a carcinogen
may influence 1) the likelihood that cancer develops and 2) the length of time between ex-
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posure and the onset of symptoms (latency period). Weights can be incorporated into the
multiple membership model to account for the proportion of time each individual spent at
different locations over their lifetime.
Exposome is defined as a measure of an individual’s accumulated exposures and how those
exposures relate to health [130,131]. Environmental hazards are a key component of this mea-
sure, and it has been established that residential histories provide more information about
the timing and location of an individual’s exposure to environmental hazards than a single
geographic location [11,33]. There are, however, some challenges that arise in the evaluation
of cancer risk when residential histories are used as the basis for assigning environmental
pollutants, chief of which is the temporal correlation of exposures.
When researchers include many strongly correlated variables in a traditional regression
model, the accuracy of the model is usually negatively impacted as a result of overfitting.
Also, computational difficulties often arise as a result of the collinearity between param-
eters [132]. In these situations, investigators can apply dimension reduction techniques to
remedy the effects of collinearity.
A common dimension reduction approach is to collapse the exposure information into a
summary score or index [132]. One of the most common methods for constructing indices is
principal components analysis (PCA) [133]. Researchers use PCA to identify the linear com-
bination of uncorrelated exposures that preserves as much variability as possible. However,
a main critique of this approach is that it does not take into consideration the relationship
between the exposures and the outcome of interest. Thus, it is possible to lose information
about the effects of an environmental exposure, which belies the purpose of using residen-
tial histories. Weighted quantile sum (WQS) regression, a more contemporary approach,
has been used to create body burden indices for mixtures of correlated chemical contami-
nants [134,135]. The body burden index measures the strength of the association of the mixture
with the health outcome, while the estimated chemical weights that make up the index al-
low the researcher to make inference about the relative importance of a particular chemical.
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While a WQS approach for temporally correlated exposures seemed plausible, we did not
consider this method because it could not accommodate spatial risk modeling. Instead,
we considered a method in the vein of Wheeler et al. who used Bayesian regression mod-
els to estimate a deprivation index comprised of a weighted combination of 14 correlated
socio-economic variables in an ecological study [48]. Their use of Bayesian methods was ad-
vantageous because of the flexibility to accommodate spatial modeling.
We used Bayesian hierarchical modeling to assess the relationship between cumulative
exposure to an environmental hazard and cancer risk using residential histories in a case-
control study. We included an index for temporally correlated environmental exposures, sim-
ilar to Wheeler et al. ’s deprivation index, into the multiple membership model (MMM) with
weighted conditional autoregressive (CAR) random effects proposed by Petrof et al. [47,48].
First, we used a simulation study to verify that the modified multiple membership models
accounted for spatially structured residual confounding as intended. We set the true risk
for Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine and generated case-control outcomes based on the
residential histories of a random sample of subjects from the New England Bladder Cancer
Study (NEBCS). Then, we fit the new model to data from the NEBCS to identify areas of
excess risk of bladder cancer. Simultaneously, we estimated the effect of the environmental
index which was composed of exposures assigned based on residential histories. We com-
pared the spatial risk map from fitting the extension of the CAR MMM to that from fitting
the Bayesian low-rank kriging model using a sample of locations representative of residential
locations at enrollment [11,136,137].
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 New England Bladder Cancer Study Data
For this analysis we used data from the New England Bladder Cancer Study (NEBCS), a
study on bladder cancer risk among 30 to 79 year-old residents of Vermont, New Hampshire,
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and Maine. Details on the NEBCS may be found elsewhere, but in brief, cases included
patients with histologically confirmed carcinoma of the urinary bladder (including carcinoma
in situ) identified in records from hospital pathology departments, hospital cancer registries,
or state cancer registries (n = 1,079) [87,121,138]. All patients were newly diagnosed between
September 1, 2001, and October 31, 2004 in Maine and Vermont, or between January 1,
2002, and July 31, 2004 in New Hampshire. Control subjects aged 30-64 years were randomly
selected from each state’s Department of Motor Vehicle records, while control subjects aged
65-79 years were selected from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services beneficiary
records (n = 1,287). Controls were frequency matched to cases on age (within five-year
groups), sex, and state.
Individuals who provided consent to participate in the study were interviewed at home
by trained personnel using a detailed computer-assisted personal interview. During recruit-
ment, subjects provided information on demographics, family history of cancer, as well as
lifestyle behaviors. A residence and work history calendar was mailed to each study partici-
pant to complete prior to the home visit. Subjects were asked to record exact addresses for
all residences occupied for more than two years after the age of 10 years. When exact ad-
dress information was unavailable, they were asked to provide the most detailed information
available (e.g., nearest cross-street or town). Participants also recorded each town where
they worked for at least six months since the age of 16. Geographic coordinates based on
global positioning system (GPS) readings were collected at the subject’s current address and
select past addresses, and ArcGIS and Matchmaker SDK Professional Standard geographic
information system (GIS) software products were used to verify the geographic coordinates.
In instances when the coordinates from GPS readings differed from the GIS software, the
geocoding was resolved manually using Google Map and MapQuest.
In the years closer to the start of the NEBCS, most residents lived either in Vermont,
New Hampshire, Maine or in neighboring states; however, several residents recorded ad-
dresses outside of the New England area many years prior to the start of the study. For
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simplicity, we restricted our analysis to the 346 cases and 394 controls who were long-term
residents of Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine with 41 years of data since enrollment
(n = 740). There were 2, 274 unique residential addresses for these long-term residents. One
subject reported 17 moves during the 41-year time period, but the distribution of the number
addresses revealed that most subjects had two to four residential locations (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1. Distribution of unique addresses for n = 740 long-term residents of Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Maine from the New England Bladder Cancer Study.
Arsenic Exposure
Several researchers hypothesized that the persistent excess bladder cancer incidence and el-
evated bladder cancer mortality rates in the New England area over the last 50 years could
be linked to arsenic consumption [87,121,139]. They suggested arsenic as the potential culprit
because a large proportion of the New England population relies on private, unregulated
drinking water systems which contain low-to-moderate levels of arsenic (< 100µg/L) [87].
Furthermore, between the 1920s and the 1960s a portion of the arsenic consumed was at-
tributable to pesticides used on food crops grown in the region [87].
While it has been established that exposure to high levels of arsenic in drinking water
(≥ 150µg/L) is associated with excess bladder cancer risk, studies of exposures at lower levels
are generally less conclusive [121,140]. Studies conducted in populations with arsenic exposures
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below 100µg/L have been limited by the challenge of estimating past exposures [141].
We used in our models per-year arsenic intake from residential and workplace water for
the NEBCS participants which were estimated by Nuckols et al. [121]. Estimates were based
on a combination of 1) direct measurements of arsenic concentrations in the water supply
of a sample of current and past locations, and 2) statistical modeling using parametric
Tobit regression models that allowed for left-censored data. The measurements used in
the statistical models were obtained from public water utilities and historical data from
groundwater aquifers. Arsenic measurements for the 740 participants we used in our study
ranged from 0.0019 to 149.73 µg/L.
5.2.2 Multiple Membership Models
Let Yi denote a binary health response for subject i = 1, · · · , n living in a study region that
has been partitioned into j collectively exhaustive non-overlapping small areal units, e.g.,
counties or grid cells. Suppose that every year t = 0, · · · , T prior to study enrollment, subject
i resided in one of the small areal units, and let A(i) denote the set of all units for subject
i over the study. In the multiple membership model proposed by Hill and Goldstein, the
health outcome can be modeled as
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip +
∑
j∈A(i)
wijuj, (5.1)
where β0 is the model intercept and xip represents p = 1, · · · , P predictors with regression
coefficients βp
[128,142]. Within-units variation is captured by uj, and wij represents the relative
proportion of time each subject lived in a specific area j such that
∑
j∈A(i) wij = 1 for every
subject. In the Bayesian framework, β0 is specified with an improper uniform distribution
dflat() and each βp coefficient is assigned N(0, 10
−3) prior distribution †. The random effect
uj is specified with a vague normal prior N(0, τu) , where τu = 1/σ
2
u and σu ∼ Uniform(0, 10).
†Normal priors were specified with mean and precision.
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We used the modification to the multiple membership model proposed by Petrof et al. to
capture spatially structured heterogeneity between each area j [47]. In one model we used a
weighted random effect vj specified with a conditional autoregressive (CAR) prior such that
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip +
∑
j∈A(i)
wijvj. (5.2)
The CAR prior is normally distributed with conditional expectation that is the average of the
random effects in geographically adjacent units, and conditional precision that is inversely
proportional to the number of adjacent units, that is
vj|vj′ , I, σ2v ∼ N (v̄j, τj) ,
where v̄j =
1∑
j′ Ijj′
∑
j′
vj′Ijj′
and τj = 1/σ
2
j and σ
2
j =
1∑
j′ Ijj′
σ2v .
In the parameterization of the CAR prior, j′ denotes the study area excluding the jth area,
and Ijj′ = 1 if areal units j and j
′ share a common border based on queen contiguity and
zero otherwise [143–145]. We refer to Equation 5.2 as the CAR multiple membership model
(CAR MMM).
Following another modification proposed by Petrof et al., we combined a weighted un-
structured random effect with a weighted CAR prior spatial random effect to account for
spatially structured and unstructured residual confounding such that,
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip +
∑
j∈A(i)
wij(uj + vj). (5.3)
The combination of random effects in Equation 5.3 is referred to as the Besag-York-Mollié
or convolution model, and as such, we refer to Equation 5.3 as the convolution multiple
membership model (CONVO MMM) [47,143,144].
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5.2.3 Low-rank Kriging Model
Generalized additive models (GAMs) are model representations that can accommodate non-
linear functions of covariates and nonparametric smoothing functions [36,137]. The nonpara-
metric term can be a bivariate function of spatial coordinates that captures residual spatial
variation in risk at a specific lag time t. French and Wand demonstrated how the low-rank
kriging (LRK) approach proposed by Nychka et al. could be incorporated into the GAM to
reduce the computational burden characteristic of other kriging-type models that use all ob-
served locations [11,136,137]. We used the LRK model as our comparison model because of this
computational efficiency, and because of its ability to accommodate covariates and spatial
components.
To implement the LRK model we used the cover.design function from the field library in
R to select {κ1, κ2, · · · , κnκ} knot locations that were representative of the observed locations
{s1, s2, · · · , sn} at enrollment (t = 0), where nκ < n [64,146].
The LRK model is given by
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip +
nκ∑
m=1
ψmC {‖si − κm‖/ρ} , (5.4)
where the term ψm is a spatially structured random effect, ‖a‖ =
√
a′a, ρ is the spatial
range parameter, and C is a member of the Matérn family of covariance functions given by
C{d} = (1 + |d|) · exp{−|d|}. (5.5)
While it is possible to estimate ρ, we fixed the spatial range parameter a priori to 0.05 of the
maximum interpoint distance between observed locations to increase numerical stability and
further reduce computational costs [11,137]. We assumed that the random effect in Equation 5.4
had prior distribution N(0, τΩ−1), where Ω = [C {‖κm − κm′‖/ρ}]1≤m,m′≤nκ and τ = 1/σ
2
with σ ∼ Uniform(a, b). All other terms in Equation 5.4 are as previously defined.
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The spatial random effect in the CAR and CONVO MMM captures spatial variation in
risk between grid cells, whereas the random effect in the LRK model captures heterogeneity
at the residential address level. For easy visual comparison, we used the spatial odds ratio
estimates from the LRK model and ordinary kriging to create a smooth risk surface com-
parable to the map based on the multiple membership model [105–108]. Details on ordinary
kriging have been previously discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
5.3 Simulation Study
Petrof et al. used the CAR MMM and CONVO MMM to investigate mesothelioma disease
risk of males in Belgium [47]. While the data example was useful, the authors did not provide
a simulation study to illustrate that the models worked as expected. We performed a small
simulation study to test the reasonableness of using these models.
5.3.1 Data Generation
For this study we generated 100 synthetic case-control datasets conditioned on the 41-year
residential histories of a simple random sample of 150 of the 740 long-term residents of
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. For simplicity, we did not consider environmental
exposures, individual-level covariates, or spatially random residual confounding when gen-
erating outcomes or fitting models to the simulated data. In total there were 485 unique
addresses for the individuals in the random sample, with a mean of 3.3 and a maximum of
12. Approximately 79% of subjects moved two or more times during the study period.
We simulated an environmental exposure in the southern portion of Maine, and used
δit = 1 to indicate whether individual i lived in the exposure area at time t and 0 otherwise
(Figure 5.2). We assigned case status yi to individual i using a random draw from a binomial
distribution with probability exp(θi)/(1 + exp(θi)), where the log odds of being a case was
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calculated as
θi = λ
[
1 +
T∑
t=0
δit
(
1
T
− rt
)]
for i = 1, · · · , n. (5.6)
We set the intensity of the environmental exposure rt = 0.08 for the duration of the study,
where intensity is defined as the increase in the log odds of being a case t years in the future
due to living in the high risk area. We also set the background log odds λ = −0.75, which is
defined as the log odds of being a case given that subject i did not live in the exposure area.
Based on these parameters, P (yi = 1) = 0.723 for individuals who lived in the exposure area
for the entire duration of the study and P (yi = 1) = 0.321 for those who never did.
Figure 5.2. Residential locations for a random sample of long-term residents of Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Maine in the New England Bladder Cancer Study (small circles).
Coordinates were jittered to mask true locations. Grid cells represent small areal units that
were created for use in multiple membership models, and state boundaries are included for
reference. The gray grid cell represents the area of elevated environmental exposure.
5.3.2 Model
We fit the CAR MMM to each synthetic dataset and averaged the posterior estimates. For
convenience, we created 18 mutually exclusive grid cells that covered the extent of the 150
residents from the random sample, then we calculated the relative proportion of time each
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resident lived in each grid cell (Figure 5.2).
5.3.3 Bayesian Inference & Model Performance Metrics
We estimated the model parameters by implementing Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
techniques in BRugs, an R interface to the OpenBUGS software for Bayesian analysis [64,147].
For each synthetic dataset we used a total of 20, 000 iterations from two parallel chains,
where the first 15, 000 were discarded as burn-in.
We evaluated MCMC convergence by comparing the estimated between- and within-
chain variances for each model parameter using the Gelman-Rubin diagnostic R̂ as a formal
diagnostic tool [111]. If R̂ ≤ 1.1 for all model parameters, we assumed that the MCMC
algorithm converged.
We calculated the odds ratios (ORs) needed to create the spatial risk maps by exponen-
tiating the values for the spatial random effect. Locations with average ORs larger than the
null value of one signaled areas of increased risk, while those with average ORs lower than the
null value indicated areas of decreased risk. We considered the estimate to be statistically
significant if the 95% credible interval for the OR did not contain one.
5.3.4 Results for Simulation Study
We were able to detect the area of significantly elevated risk located in southern Maine
using the CAR MMM (Figure 5.3). Additionally, based on the risk map and the plot of the
credible intervals, there were no areas of significantly elevated risk in Vermont and most of
New Hampshire. There were a few areas in close proximity to the elevated risk cell with
estimates marginally larger than the null value, but only the value for the cell immediately
east of the elevated risk area was significant (grid cell 11) (Figure 5.3). We conclude that
the CAR MMM is a reasonable method to consider when modeling spatial risk.
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Figure 5.3. Map of the average estimated spatial odds ratios (ORs) from fitting the CAR
multiple membership model to simulated data (left), with grid cell and state boundaries
included for reference. The ORs were calculated as f(v) = exp(vj). Grid cells are numbered
from left to right beginning in the bottom left. Plot of ORs and 95% credible intervals where
red lines indicate a grid cell with OR larger than one (right).
5.4 Application to NEBCS Data
5.4.1 Models
We examined the role of arsenic and other individual-level factors on bladder cancer incidence
in New England by applying both CAR MMM and CONVO MMM to the NEBCS data.
We compared the maps of spatial variation from these spatial multiple membership models
to those from fitting the LRK model. To implement both the CAR and CONVO multiple
membership models, we created 41 non-overlapping grid cells that covered the extent of all
n = 740 residential locations, then calculated the appropriate weights wij for each subject
based on residential duration within a grid cell (Figure 5.4). For the low-rank kriging model,
we selected nκ = 25 knot locations that were representative of the observed locations at the
time of enrollment.
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Figure 5.4. Residential locations of long-term residents of Vermont, New Hampshire, and
Maine in the New England Bladder Cancer Study (small circles), with state boundaries
included for reference. Coordinates were jittered to mask true locations. Knot locations
used in low-rank kriging model were selected to be representative of residential locations at
enrollment (larger circles). Grid cells represent small areal units that were created for use
in multiple membership models.
Environmental Exposure Index
In all our models we adjusted for each subject’s estimated average arsenic intake from resi-
dential and workplace water for every year t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , T = 40 prior to study enrollment.
Arsenic concentrations were temporally correlated (Figure 5.5). Generally, measurements
that were temporally close were more correlated than measurements that were further apart.
To address the temporal correlation in the arsenic data, we added to each model a
weighted combination of the quartiles of the environmental exposure variable q0, q1, · · · , qT ,
that is
βq
T∑
t=0
ωtqit for i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
where βq was the regression coefficient for the environmental exposure index, and the weights
ω0, ω1, · · · , ωT were subject to the constraints
∑T
t=0 ωt = 1 and ωt ∈ (0, 1). To ensure that
the constraints were satisfied, each ωt = at/
∑T
t=0 at where at ∼ Beta(0.5, 0.5). For βq we
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used a vague normal prior similar to those described previously.
Figure 5.5. Matrix of Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the yearly arsenic (As) intake of
long-term residents of Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine in the New England Bladder
Cancer Study. Suffix for As indicates number of years prior to enrollment.
We also adjusted for other variables suspected to be possible contributing factors to
bladder cancer risk [87]. Specifically, we included age at enrollment variables (<55, 55-64,
65-74, ≥75) with 65-74 as the reference; a sex variable (male, female) with male as the refer-
ence; a race variable (White, non-White) with White as the reference; a Hispanic ethnicity
variable with non-Hispanic ethnicity as the reference; a French-Canadian ethnicity variable
with non-French-Canadian ethnicity as the reference; and smoking status (nonsmoker, for-
mer/current/occasional smoker) with nonsmoker as the reference.
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The complete CAR MMM, CONVO MMM and LRK models were as follows:
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip + βq
T∑
t=0
ωtqit +
∑
j∈A(i)
wijvj, (8)
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip + βq
T∑
t=0
ωtqit +
∑
j∈A(i)
wij(uj + vj), (9)
log
[
P (Yi = 1)
P (Yi = 0)
]
= β0 +
P∑
p=1
βpxip + βq
T∑
t=0
ωtqit +
nκ∑
m=1
ψmC {‖si − κm‖/ρ} , (10)
respectively.
5.4.2 Bayesian Inference & Model Performance Metrics
We completed all analyses using BRugs in the R computing environment [64,147]. For each
model we used two parallel chains but varied the number of iterations that were 1) discarded
as burn-in and 2) sampled from the joint distribution after burn-in. Details about the
specifications for each model may be found in Appendix D.
We used the deviance information criterion (DIC) to compare model fit between the CAR
MMM and CONVO MMM, where the model with smaller DIC indicated better fit. According
to general guidelines, we considered differences of three or more in DIC to be important [112].
We were unable to use the DIC goodness-of-fit measure to compare all three models given
that the LRK model only used knot locations representative of residential locations at t = 0,
whereas the multiple membership models accommodated 41 years of residential data. The
LRK model was used to create a baseline spatial risk surface for comparison.
In addition to calculating the ORs necessary to create the spatial risk maps, we calculated
the ORs for the environmental exposure index and the individual-level predictors in each
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model. We used 95% credible intervals to determine statistical significance, where an OR
was considered statistically significant if the associated credible interval did not contain one.
Index weights were reported on the log odds scale and were considered statically significant
if the credible intervals did not contain zero.
5.4.3 Results for Data Application
There were no meaningful differences in goodness-of-fit between the CAR MMM and the
CONVO MMM models (Table 5.1). The effective number of model parameters statistic
(pD) suggests that the added complexity of the weighted unstructured random effect in the
CONVO MMM was not beneficial in improving model fit; thus, we focus on the CAR MMM
for the remainder of this section.
Table 5.1. Deviance information criterion (DIC) and effective number of parameter (pD)
values for multiple membership models.
Model Description pD DIC
CAR Multiple Membership 17.32 1,036.64
Convolution Multiple Membership 22.64 1,035.68
Generally, the mean ORs and 95% credible intervals for the estimates were similar in both
the CAR MMM and LRK model and most of these variables were positively, though not
significantly, associated with risk of bladder cancer (Table 5.2). Notably, in the CAR MMM
smoking status was the lone individual-level predictor deemed to be significantly associated
with bladder cancer based on the credible intervals, with a 37% increase in risk for smokers
compared to nonsmokers.
There was a positive though not significant association between the estimates for the
environmental index exp(βArsenic) and the risk of bladder cancer in both models. Also, none
of the estimated environmental index weights were different from the equal-weight threshold
of 0.024 which suggests that arsenic exposure was equally important in each year. Details
about the arsenic index weights may be found in Appendix D.
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Table 5.2. Parameter estimates from low-rank kriging and conditional autoregressive (CAR)
multiple membership models.
Low-rank Kriging CAR MMM
Mean 2.5% 97.5% Mean 2.5% 97.5%
exp(βArsenic) 1.036 0.886 1.226 1.063 0.903 1.261
exp(βAge 1) 1.019 0.685 1.551 1.064 0.668 1.667
exp(βAge 2) 1.314 0.927 1.925 1.388 0.946 1.994
exp(βAge 3) 0.930 0.633 1.353 0.949 0.626 1.435
exp(βFemale) 1.012 0.750 1.369 1.033 0.731 1.476
exp(βNon-White) 1.043 0.603 1.839 1.055 0.567 1.960
exp(βHispanic) 0.978 0.309 3.050 1.012 0.265 3.796
exp(βFrench-Canadian) 1.052 0.805 1.401 1.069 0.790 1.465
exp(βSmoking) 1.302 0.971 1.772 1.372 1.013 1.868
Age 1-3 represent age groups (<55, 55-64, ≥ 75), respectively. Age
group 65−74 is the reference group. Smoking variable represents former,
current, or occasional smoker. Nonsmokers are the reference group.
The maps of the exponentiated estimated spatial random effects show the residual spa-
tial confounding after adjusting for the individual-level predictors and the environmental
exposure index (Figure 5.6). We detected more areas at or above the null risk value using
the CAR MMM compared to the LRK model. Both methods detected the highest values
in the northeastern portion of Maine (OR ≥ 1.2), though the CAR MMM detected a larger
area of elevated risk over time. Additionally, both methods identified areas of reduced risk
beginning in central Maine and continuing down into southern Maine (OR < 1). In the map
based on the interpolated LRK estimates, reduced risk areas were also observed in most of
New Hampshire and the southern portion of Vermont. By contrast, risk values based on es-
timates from the CAR MMM were slightly more variable in New Hampshire even exceeding
the null risk value in some areas. Overall, the CAR MMM detected marginally larger values
in Vermont compared to the LRK model.
Though the CAR MMM detected many grid cells with risk values equal to or slightly
larger than one, the plot of the credible intervals demonstrated that none of these values
were statistically significant (Figure 5.7).
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.6. Map of the estimated spatial odds ratios (ORs) from fitting the CAR multiple
membership model to the data on long-term residents of Vermont, New Hampshire, and
Maine in the New England Bladder Cancer Study (left). The ORs in map (a) were calculated
as f(v) = exp(vj). Smooth risk surface based on ORs estimated from fitting the low-rank
kriging model to the data where knot locations were representative of residential locations
at enrollment (right). The ORs used to create map (b) were calculated as f(ψ) = exp(ψm).
State boundaries are included for reference.
Figure 5.7. Plot of estimated spatial odds ratios (ORs) and 95% credible intervals from
fitting the CAR multiple membership model to the data on long-term residents of Vermont,
New Hampshire, and Maine in the New England Bladder Cancer Study. Red lines indicate
grid cells in Figure 5.6 (a) with ORs larger than one, where grid cells are numbered from
left to right beginning in the bottom left.
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5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
We conducted a spatial analysis to evaluate the effect of an environmental exposure on
cancer risk using residential histories in a case-control study. The models we used combined
an environmental index similar to the deprivation index proposed by Wheeler et al. with
the CAR MMM described in a data application by Petrof et al. [47,48]. We verified that the
CAR MMM without the environmental index worked as intended using a simulation study
where we set the true risk for Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine and generated case-
control outcomes based on the residential histories of a random sample of subjects from the
NEBCS. The CAR MMM correctly identified the designated area of significantly elevated
risk in our simulation study.
We added an index to account for average yearly arsenic intake to the CAR MMM and
the CONVO MMM and fit them to the NEBCS dataset. Based on the DIC, the unstructured
random effect in the CONVO MMM did not result in meaningful improvement in fit so we
focused on the results from the CAR MMM. In all our models we adjusted for individual-level
variables suspected to be possible risk factors for bladder cancer. We found that smoking
status was significantly associated with bladder cancer risk in the CAR MMM, with smokers
having a 37% increase in risk compared to nonsmokers. With few exceptions, the other
variables were positively though not significantly associated with the outcome including the
coefficient for the environmental exposure. The size of the arsenic index weights suggests
that low-to-moderate arsenic measures were equally important in each year.
We created a map of the odds ratios for the spatial random effects from the CAR MMM
and another map from fitting the low-rank kriging model with knots based on residential
locations at enrollment to the NEBCS data. We identified more areas at or above the null
risk value in the map based on estimates from the CAR MMM compared to that of the
LRK model. Both methods detected the highest values (OR ≥ 1.2) in the northeastern
portion of Maine, and the lowest values in central and southern Maine (OR < 1), though the
size of the areas detected differed for each method. While these values were not significant,
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the heterogeneity of the risk surfaces suggests that there may be some spatially structured
residual confounding.
Baris et al. investigated the role of drinking water and arsenic on bladder cancer risk
using data from the NEBCS [87]. They noted that the association between ingested arsenic
and bladder cancer was most evident among people who consumed water from dug wells be-
fore the 1960s when arsenical pesticide use was widespread. Also, they observed statistically
significant risk with average daily arsenic intake and cumulative arsenic intake in analyses
that were lagged 40 years, but they were unable to find evidence of a significant association
for unlagged lifetime arsenic exposure. Based on the conclusions from this study, it may be
useful to analyze a lagged interval, e.g., 20-50 years prior to enrollment using our methods
and given more data. In this study and in a separate study on smoking and bladder cancer
risk using the NEBCS data, Baris et al. found that regular and current cigarette smokers
had higher odds of having bladder cancer than never-smokers [138]. Our results are consistent
with these findings.
Despite few significant findings in this analysis, the CAR MMM with the environmental
exposure index may prove useful in other spatial studies that consider residential histories
when evaluating the relationship between temporally correlated exposures and long-latency
diseases. As such we present a discussion of the strengths and limitations to this modeling
approach.
One of the main strengths of the multiple membership model is that it is flexible enough
to allow researchers to account for residential mobility. This is in contrast to strict multilevel
models that only consider the hierarchical classification of the individual without considering
that movement to another unit in the same level of the hierarchy may occur. In the multiple
membership model the empirical weights used to measure the proportion of time spent in
an area are another important consideration in studies of cancer risk given that duration of
exposure has implications for the latency period of disease. Petrof et al. ’s addition of the
CAR prior spatial random effects is beneficial because it allows for modeling of unexplained
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spatial heterogeneity in risk between spatial units over time.
In many settings, the timing of exposure may be a major modifier of the exposure-
disease relationship, i.e., an individual’s susceptibility to developing a certain disease may
depend on exposure during a critical stage in the life course [148]. One of the strengths of
the environmental index is that it allows researchers to estimate the association between an
exposure and outcome while simultaneously estimating the index weights from the data. The
Bayesian framework removes the need for any a priori conjecture by the researcher about
the relative importance of an exposure at a given time point, and the researcher can use
the size of the estimated index weights to identify the timing of important exposures. This
circumvents one of the key limitations of the multiple membership modeling approach where
the timing of exposure is ignored. Modifying the multiple membership model to explicitly
take into account the timing of residential locations is one of our future research goals.
One of the limitations specific to our simulation study is that we assumed that disease
risk did not vary over time. This may not be a realistic assumption given that contributing
risk factors within an area may change over time. For instance, Baris et al. note that there
have been changes in the arsenical pesticide use in New England since the 1960s [87]. In
future work we would like to evaluate the performance of the CAR MMM when disease risk
is allowed to vary over time.
In conclusion, it is worth noting that for both the simulation study and the data appli-
cation we constructed grid cells for the multiple membership models strictly for our conve-
nience. While geographic administrative areas like counties may be more meaningful that
arbitrary grid cells from a policymaking perspective, aggregating to areal units instead of
using coordinates when they are available introduces the potential for loss of information
due to changes in spatial resolution.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
The results of our work, when considered altogether, underscore the importance of incorpo-
rating residential histories in studies of chronic diseases such as cancer. In this final chapter,
we summarize each objective, discuss our contributions to the literature, and provide a list
of future research directions.
6.1 Research Summary
In the Background section of Chapter 1 we explained our general motivation for investigating
the impact of using residential histories in studies of long-latency diseases. Then, we provided
context for the specific objectives selected for this work with a review of current approaches
available in the literature.
In Chapter 2 we evaluated the effect geographic misspecification of residential histories
has on the ability of generalized additive models (GAMs) to detect exposure areas of statis-
tically significant risk. We fit the GAM to case-control data which we simulated based on 1)
the residential histories of subjects in the National Cancer Institute Surveillance, Epidemiol-
ogy, and End Results non-Hodgkin lymphoma study, and 2) an environmental exposure that
varied in duration and intensity. Within the GAM we only used each subject’s residential
location at study enrollment as a proxy for environmental exposure. The results showed that
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the probability of detection, mean spatial sensitivity, and mean spatial specificity of models
decreased steadily as the time prior to study enrollment increased.
In Chapter 3 we assessed the the impact of residential mobility on the bias of the es-
timates of environmental exposure effects in a case-control study. We generated synthetic
datasets conditional on the residential histories of subjects in the National Institutes of
Health (NIH)-AARP study where health status was based on a subject’s exposure and true
exposure effects that varied temporally. To evaluate how different exposures could potentially
affect the results, we used environmental pollutants with different spatiotemporal patterns
which we assigned to each subject based on residential histories. We compared estimates
from fitting Bayesian logistic regression models using only subject location at enrollment to
estimates from models where subjects were assumed to be mobile. Models under the com-
mon assumption of no residential mobility resulted in underestimates of subject exposure,
with the largest deviations observed at time points further away from study enrollment.
Furthermore, when the study sample sizes were relatively small, some exposure estimates
were mischaracterized as protective effects. In general, the effect of residential mobility on
the bias of the estimates of the relationship between the exposure and the outcome was more
prominent with exposures that showed marked spatial and temporal variability.
In Chapter 4 we evaluated the impact of using public-record residential histories in place
of histories collected during a study when estimating environmental exposure effects. We
simulated case-control status using the residential histories of a random sample from the
NIH-AARP study as the benchmark, then we assigned the outcomes to the correct subject
in datasets where the residential histories were generated from public records. As in Chapter
3, we used estimates for three real exposures to evaluate how different hazards could affect
the results. We compared the bias of the estimates from fitting Bayesian logistic models to
the NIH based datasets to those from fitting the models to the corresponding public-records
based datasets, and found no meaningful differences in bias for analyses that spanned 2002-
2013.
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In Chapter 5 we used Bayesian modeling to evaluate the relationship between cumulative
exposure to an environmental hazard and cancer risk using residential histories in a case-
control study. We included an environmental index in a conditional autoregressive multiple
membership model (CAR MMM), where the coefficient for the index indicated the overall
association of the exposure with the health outcome, and the weights in the index indicated
the years the environmental exposures were important. This model is a combination of the
CAR MMM used by Petrof et al. and the deprivation index proposed by Wheeler et al. [47,48].
Given that the CAR MMM had only been used in a data application to date, we evaluated
the ability of the CAR MMM to accurately detect areas of significantly elevated risk in a
simulation study before using it in a data application. For this step we created 100 datasets,
where outcomes were generated based on the real residential histories of a random sample
of subjects in the New England Bladder Cancer Study (NEBCS) and a fixed synthetic
risk surface. For simplicity we omitted the environmental index in this step. The CAR
MMM correctly identified the designated area of significantly elevated risk in our simulation
study. Next, we applied the model that included the environmental exposure index to data
from the New England Bladder Cancer Study (NEBCS). We estimated the magnitude of
the relationship between arsenic and bladder cancer using the environmental index after
adjusting for several individual-level variables. We mapped residual spatial confounding and
compared the spatial risk map from the CAR MMM to the map created from fitting the
Bayesian low-rank kriging model using knot locations representative of residential locations
at study enrollment. The CAR MMM estimated a positive though not significant association
between the environmental index and bladder cancer risk, with estimated index weights that
suggest that arsenic exposure was equally important each year. Overall, the residual map
showed that the CAR MMM, which was based on cumulative exposures, identified more
areas above the null risk value when compared to the LRK model. Though the size of
the areas differed, both models detected the highest values (OR ≥ 1.2) in the northeastern
portion of Maine, and the lowest values in central and southern Maine (OR < 1).
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6.2 Implications
In a previous study, Wheeler and Siangphoe explored the effect residential mobility has on
spatial accuracy [149]. Their study was based on a hypothetical square study region where
subject locations were randomly generated over the area. They simulated residential mo-
bility by allowing subject movement at three specific subsequent time points at systematic
probability levels. Our study in Chapter 2 mimicked realistic levels of annual residential
mobility, and our conclusions are consistent with previous findings. We demonstrated that
for diseases with long latencies, spatial areas of high-intensity exposure of relatively short
duration will be difficult to detect over time when using residential locations at the time of
study enrollment in mobile study population.
Using an ecological study, Tong demonstrated that even a small amount of mobility can
bias the assessment of the relationship between an exposure and outcome of interest [32].
However, he notes that researchers should not assume that results based on group-level
associations are necessarily consistent with those based on individual-level associations. In
Chapter 3 we characterized the bias in the exposure-outcome relationship that may result
from potential exposure misclassification due to residential mobility in a case-control study.
Although the study designs were different, our results were not inconsistent with the central
premise of Tong’s thesis. Based on our results, we recommend that researchers use residential
histories in any analyses involving environmental exposures and disease latencies that span
a long enough time period that mobility is important.
To our knowledge, our study in Chapter 4 is the first to address the impact of using resi-
dential histories generated from public-records in place of subject-reported histories collected
during a study when estimating health effects. Based on the results from this foundational
analysis, we recommend that for studies that begin in the early 2000s, public records can
be a reasonable alternative to the often prohibitive or infeasible task of collecting residential
histories.
In a previous study, Baris et al. explored the relationship between arsenic and bladder
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cancer in northern New England using odds ratios and estimates of population attributable
risk at lagged times [87]. They were unable to find evidence of an association with bladder
cancer for unlagged lifetime arsenic exposure. Our results in Chapter 5 were consistent with
this finding. Notwithstanding the lack of significant findings in the data analysis, the CAR
MMM with the environmental exposure index which we implemented is a promising approach
for evaluating the relationship between temporally correlated exposures and long-latency
diseases in case-control studies using residential histories. In particular, the environmental
index sidesteps one of the limitations of the CAR MMM by allowing researchers to identify
the timing of important exposures through the index weights.
6.3 Future Work
This research provides investigators with insights on how mobility complicates the relation-
ship between environmental exposure and health risk for long latency diseases. Nevertheless,
some limitations exist which present opportunities for further study. For example, in previous
chapters we noted that residential mobility varies across demographic and socio-economic
strata. However, we did not investigate the impact of these potential moderating effects
when evaluating the relationship between exposure and disease in mobile populations. In
future work we recommend using space-time varying coefficient models that include sepa-
rable space and time varying coefficients as well as space-time interaction terms to capture
demographic association patterns.
We also recommend future investigations on the impact of the type of move and the relo-
cation distance on the relationship between exposure and disease. The U.S. Department of
Commerce Economics and Statistics Administration classifies moves into four types: within
county, from a different county but within state, from a different state, or from abroad [25].
Also, they classify moves based on relocation distances where typical categories include: less
than 50 miles, 50 to 199 miles, 200 to 499 miles, and 500 miles or more [25]. Given that the
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redistribution of individuals in a study area may be contingent on the type of move or the
relocation distance, it may be useful to parse studies on the association between exposure
and disease in mobile populations based on these factors.
Another consideration for future work is workplace exposure. According to the American
Cancer Society, occupational exposure is more likely to be associated with disease because
the level of exposure tends to be higher and more prolonged than in other settings [150].
For instance, extended high intensity workplace exposure to trichloroethylene, an indus-
trial solvent, was found to be a risk factor for follicular lymphoma and chronic lymphocytic
leukemia [151]. Though the estimated arsenic we used in the NEBCS in Chapter 5 captured
workplace exposures, we did not consider occupational exposures in other studies. We rec-
ommend using a weighted combination of occupational and residential exposures in analyses
involving mobile populations if the data are available.
Other limitations were discussed in previous chapters, and we summarize those briefly
by chapter for the convenience of the reader.
When we simulated the data for Chapter 2, we set the intensity of the environmental
exposure in the one zone for the duration of the exposure, and kept it fixed at that same
intensity in subsequent zones. Also, the intensity remained constant over time in each
scenario. An immediate extension to this study would be to allow the intensity of the
exposure to vary over space and time. An additional extension would be to activate multiple
exposure zones at the same time.
In Chapter 3 we did not account for 1) spatial variations in the exposure or 2) correlation
among time-varying effects. To remedy the first concern we can include a spatial prior to
model the dependence in the exposure effects. To account for temporal correlation among
the exposure effects, we can consider a shrinking prior across time or an environmental index
similar to the one used in Chapter 5.
The subjects in the random sample used in Chapter 4 were between 50-69 years old at
recruitment. A straightforward extension would be to conduct this study with a younger,
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potentially more mobile population. Additionally, it may be useful to consider the impact
of using alternative public-record databases other than LexisNexis.
When we simulated the data for Chapter 5, we set the true risk and kept it constant
over time. Future work should explore the performance of the CAR multiple membership
model when risk is allowed to vary across time. Separately, it may be beneficial to modify
the CAR MMM to explicitly account for the timing of exposure. We did not conduct a
sensitivity analysis in the data application; thus, a straightforward area for future work
is to compare posterior inferences under different but reasonable prior distribution choices
for the environmental exposure index weights. Also, it may be useful to investigate the
sensitivity of the models to the size of the areal units under consideration. Given more data,
we also suggest revisiting the data analysis using a lagged interval, e.g., 20-50 years prior to
enrollment.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Material for Chapter 2
Figure A.1. Proportion of exposure zones that were detected at each time period with an
exposure duration of 2 years (top left), 3 years (top right), and 5 years (bottom left) for
Group B.
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Figure A.2. Mean spatial sensitivity at each time period with an exposure duration of 2
years (top left), 3 years (top right), and 5 years (bottom left) for Group B.
Figure A.3. Mean spatial specificity at each time period with an exposure duration of 2
years (top left), 3 years (top right), and 5 years (bottom left) for Group B.
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Figure A.4. Proportions for each exposure zone averaged over time with an exposure duration
of 1 year (top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom right) for
Group B.
Figure A.5. Spatial sensitivity for each exposure zone averaged over time with an exposure
duration of 2 years (top left), 3 years (top right), and 5 years (bottom left) for Group B.
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Figure A.6. Spatial specificity for each exposure zone averaged over time with an exposure
duration of 1 year (top left), 2 years (top right), 3 years (bottom left), and 5 years (bottom
right) for Group B.
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Appendix B
Supplementary Material for Chapter 3
Period A: 1996-2013
Table B.1. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model(Model 5) for 1996-2013, Scenario 1.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.056 0.037 0.085 -0.111 0.239 0.003 0.053 0.087 -0.089 0.254 0.003
β1 0.056 0.180 0.124 -0.021 0.436 0.023 0.042 0.077 -0.087 0.219 0.002
β2 0.056 0.055 0.094 -0.087 0.284 0.002 0.064 0.107 -0.107 0.317 0.005
β3 0.056 -0.041 0.082 -0.246 0.089 0.011 0.051 0.118 -0.154 0.318 0.006
β4 0.056 -0.020 0.079 -0.207 0.127 0.006 0.083 0.123 -0.108 0.375 0.009
β5 0.056 0.015 0.077 -0.132 0.198 0.002 0.055 0.102 -0.114 0.292 0.005
β6 0.056 0.033 0.077 -0.093 0.224 0.002 0.056 0.102 -0.104 0.293 0.005
β7 0.056 0.062 0.091 -0.076 0.280 0.003 0.064 0.091 -0.088 0.272 0.007
β8 0.056 0.093 0.107 -0.063 0.338 0.007 0.068 0.102 -0.097 0.304 0.007
β9 0.056 0.003 0.059 -0.120 0.129 0.004 0.048 0.075 -0.077 0.222 0.003
β10 0.056 -0.012 0.059 -0.148 0.100 0.005 0.077 0.092 -0.071 0.286 0.006
β11 0.056 0.006 0.070 -0.134 0.164 0.003 0.055 0.080 -0.080 0.235 0.003
β12 0.056 -0.004 0.059 -0.138 0.115 0.004 0.046 0.081 -0.087 0.233 0.003
β13 0.056 0.013 0.051 -0.080 0.135 0.002 0.076 0.092 -0.073 0.281 0.006
β14 0.056 0.013 0.045 -0.068 0.118 0.002 0.060 0.081 -0.071 0.243 0.003
β15 0.056 -0.039 0.063 -0.194 0.056 0.010 0.069 0.085 -0.078 0.258 0.007
β16 0.056 -0.002 0.036 -0.080 0.068 0.004 0.049 0.064 -0.066 0.186 0.003
β17 0.056 0.023 0.047 -0.056 0.132 0.002 0.056 0.064 -0.053 0.197 0.003
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Table B.2. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 1996-2013, Scenario 3.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.105 0.069 0.121 -0.120 0.355 0.006 0.079 0.111 -0.099 0.330 0.008
β1 0.099 0.194 0.151 -0.034 0.515 0.019 0.075 0.095 -0.071 0.295 0.005
β2 0.094 0.112 0.126 -0.072 0.401 0.009 0.158 0.145 -0.073 0.482 0.030
β3 0.088 0.019 0.092 -0.147 0.244 0.006 0.122 0.156 -0.131 0.474 0.021
β4 0.082 -0.022 0.098 -0.259 0.153 0.012 0.089 0.147 -0.155 0.426 0.013
β5 0.076 0.062 0.110 -0.105 0.332 0.004 0.074 0.116 -0.112 0.347 0.010
β6 0.070 0.059 0.112 -0.116 0.332 0.005 0.075 0.124 -0.120 0.364 0.021
β7 0.064 -0.006 0.094 -0.222 0.187 0.006 0.053 0.092 -0.101 0.269 0.005
β8 0.058 0.069 0.116 -0.095 0.362 0.003 0.071 0.113 -0.113 0.334 0.009
β9 0.053 0.007 0.071 -0.141 0.159 0.004 0.040 0.073 -0.087 0.203 0.003
β10 0.047 -0.022 0.076 -0.201 0.113 0.006 0.059 0.094 -0.093 0.278 0.005
β11 0.041 0.005 0.083 -0.165 0.195 0.002 0.055 0.088 -0.097 0.252 0.005
β12 0.035 -0.005 0.072 -0.163 0.143 0.002 0.036 0.084 -0.107 0.233 0.002
β13 0.029 -0.017 0.061 -0.158 0.093 0.003 0.029 0.086 -0.134 0.219 0.003
β14 0.023 0.013 0.051 -0.082 0.130 0.001 0.030 0.082 -0.113 0.215 0.003
β15 0.018 0.001 0.061 -0.128 0.132 0.001 0.024 0.080 -0.124 0.205 0.002
β16 0.012 -0.025 0.050 -0.145 0.058 0.002 0.008 0.063 -0.123 0.134 0.002
β17 0.006 0.029 0.061 -0.069 0.176 0.001 0.010 0.060 -0.107 0.136 0.002
Table B.3. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model
(Model 3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 1996-2013, Scenario
1.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.056 0.071 0.122 -0.121 0.365 0.007 0.037 0.117 -0.178 0.301 0.006
β1 0.056 0.152 0.171 -0.094 0.549 0.031 0.043 0.120 -0.166 0.320 0.009
β2 0.056 0.033 0.106 -0.153 0.287 0.003 0.046 0.121 -0.161 0.331 0.005
β3 0.056 0.078 0.147 -0.140 0.449 0.007 0.074 0.148 -0.168 0.421 0.012
β4 0.056 -0.007 0.087 -0.207 0.161 0.006 0.012 0.103 -0.204 0.232 0.005
β5 0.056 0.020 0.117 -0.203 0.298 0.003 0.058 0.137 -0.168 0.383 0.007
β6 0.056 -0.008 0.107 -0.244 0.208 0.008 0.080 0.136 -0.144 0.397 0.013
β7 0.056 0.003 0.092 -0.193 0.195 0.006 0.052 0.095 -0.108 0.272 0.007
β8 0.056 0.012 0.106 -0.201 0.253 0.004 0.048 0.109 -0.135 0.303 0.005
β9 0.056 -0.007 0.078 -0.183 0.148 0.005 0.041 0.093 -0.124 0.251 0.005
β10 0.056 0.059 0.119 -0.124 0.352 0.004 0.067 0.098 -0.087 0.300 0.005
β11 0.056 0.055 0.102 -0.103 0.305 0.003 0.078 0.098 -0.075 0.301 0.007
β12 0.056 0.009 0.085 -0.163 0.191 0.006 0.049 0.076 -0.079 0.219 0.004
β13 0.056 0.053 0.105 -0.111 0.310 0.004 0.063 0.101 -0.099 0.298 0.006
β14 0.056 -0.004 0.109 -0.243 0.217 0.006 0.066 0.102 -0.097 0.300 0.005
β15 0.056 -0.035 0.090 -0.261 0.108 0.010 0.052 0.083 -0.090 0.239 0.005
β16 0.056 0.036 0.090 -0.112 0.261 0.003 0.055 0.083 -0.082 0.246 0.003
β17 0.056 0.012 0.083 -0.153 0.194 0.004 0.056 0.082 -0.085 0.242 0.005
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Period B: 2002-2013
Table B.4. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model
(Model 3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 1996-2013, Scenario
3.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.105 0.138 0.189 -0.138 0.587 0.021 0.054 0.150 -0.207 0.412 0.012
β1 0.099 0.115 0.194 -0.171 0.599 0.018 0.054 0.136 -0.169 0.386 0.008
β2 0.094 0.069 0.147 -0.166 0.431 0.011 0.085 0.156 -0.153 0.466 0.011
β3 0.088 0.099 0.193 -0.203 0.569 0.020 0.120 0.183 -0.158 0.549 0.022
β4 0.082 0.002 0.127 -0.278 0.251 0.011 0.025 0.139 -0.256 0.318 0.010
β5 0.076 0.063 0.173 -0.221 0.496 0.008 0.103 0.190 -0.171 0.575 0.012
β6 0.070 0.022 0.145 -0.263 0.352 0.007 0.076 0.166 -0.199 0.476 0.012
β7 0.064 0.014 0.119 -0.222 0.276 0.007 0.060 0.113 -0.132 0.318 0.008
β8 0.058 0.050 0.153 -0.226 0.407 0.009 0.070 0.129 -0.144 0.379 0.011
β9 0.053 -0.005 0.103 -0.231 0.207 0.006 0.031 0.112 -0.168 0.289 0.005
β10 0.047 0.057 0.147 -0.186 0.417 0.008 0.075 0.118 -0.112 0.354 0.009
β11 0.041 0.019 0.119 -0.213 0.285 0.004 0.054 0.102 -0.115 0.293 0.005
β12 0.035 0.015 0.107 -0.198 0.248 0.004 0.036 0.082 -0.109 0.224 0.004
β13 0.029 0.040 0.130 -0.185 0.345 0.006 0.020 0.099 -0.167 0.247 0.003
β14 0.023 0.010 0.132 -0.263 0.302 0.004 0.032 0.097 -0.137 0.264 0.002
β15 0.018 -0.012 0.100 -0.243 0.187 0.003 0.012 0.077 -0.140 0.182 0.001
β16 0.012 0.021 0.105 -0.179 0.263 0.004 0.015 0.079 -0.139 0.189 0.002
β17 0.006 -0.009 0.104 -0.241 0.197 0.003 0.006 0.075 -0.148 0.170 0.001
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Table B.5. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 2002-2013, Scenario 1.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.083 0.023 0.060 -0.088 0.158 0.005 0.055 0.060 -0.047 0.187 0.004
β1 0.083 0.126 0.084 -0.013 0.298 0.005 0.072 0.060 -0.032 0.201 0.004
β2 0.083 0.040 0.068 -0.069 0.198 0.003 0.100 0.084 -0.038 0.282 0.009
β3 0.083 0.015 0.061 -0.103 0.151 0.006 0.088 0.096 -0.064 0.300 0.006
β4 0.083 0.078 0.082 -0.044 0.263 0.002 0.097 0.092 -0.051 0.299 0.007
β5 0.083 0.042 0.072 -0.079 0.210 0.004 0.077 0.077 -0.045 0.247 0.004
β6 0.083 0.027 0.059 -0.073 0.164 0.004 0.070 0.071 -0.046 0.225 0.004
β7 0.083 0.034 0.062 -0.073 0.177 0.004 0.092 0.069 -0.025 0.236 0.005
β8 0.083 0.088 0.075 -0.030 0.250 0.003 0.082 0.070 -0.031 0.234 0.004
β9 0.083 0.001 0.046 -0.093 0.097 0.007 0.094 0.075 -0.029 0.255 0.007
β10 0.083 0.015 0.046 -0.073 0.117 0.005 0.098 0.079 -0.028 0.265 0.005
β11 0.083 0.034 0.050 -0.049 0.149 0.003 0.078 0.063 -0.031 0.208 0.003
Table B.6. NO2 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model (Model
3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 2002-2013, Scenario 3.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.154 0.081 0.090 -0.060 0.279 0.010 0.141 0.080 0.003 0.304 0.008
β1 0.141 0.185 0.101 0.007 0.383 0.010 0.141 0.076 0.004 0.292 0.006
β2 0.128 0.098 0.092 -0.046 0.299 0.007 0.130 0.091 -0.023 0.322 0.009
β3 0.115 0.080 0.091 -0.061 0.284 0.005 0.132 0.107 -0.044 0.361 0.011
β4 0.103 0.094 0.099 -0.057 0.315 0.005 0.119 0.100 -0.045 0.329 0.010
β5 0.090 0.004 0.074 -0.147 0.162 0.009 0.072 0.071 -0.048 0.224 0.004
β6 0.077 0.040 0.070 -0.073 0.205 0.003 0.075 0.073 -0.043 0.234 0.004
β7 0.064 0.006 0.061 -0.117 0.140 0.004 0.058 0.060 -0.039 0.190 0.003
β8 0.051 0.034 0.063 -0.071 0.181 0.002 0.050 0.061 -0.047 0.187 0.002
β9 0.038 -0.014 0.051 -0.129 0.080 0.004 0.034 0.055 -0.062 0.154 0.002
β10 0.026 0.000 0.048 -0.103 0.097 0.001 0.028 0.055 -0.067 0.152 0.001
β11 0.013 0.015 0.048 -0.073 0.126 0.001 0.023 0.049 -0.070 0.125 0.001
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Table B.7. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model
(Model 3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 2002-2013, Scenario
1.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.083 0.096 0.101 -0.063 0.323 0.008 0.053 0.088 -0.092 0.251 0.006
β1 0.083 0.121 0.119 -0.067 0.387 0.014 0.075 0.087 -0.070 0.270 0.007
β2 0.083 0.098 0.099 -0.054 0.324 0.008 0.101 0.100 -0.051 0.325 0.008
β3 0.083 0.086 0.108 -0.084 0.338 0.009 0.096 0.100 -0.065 0.321 0.012
β4 0.083 0.029 0.064 -0.082 0.174 0.004 0.048 0.072 -0.071 0.212 0.004
β5 0.083 0.030 0.089 -0.132 0.238 0.005 0.088 0.103 -0.075 0.323 0.008
β6 0.083 0.069 0.095 -0.081 0.289 0.005 0.101 0.106 -0.063 0.341 0.009
β7 0.083 0.039 0.069 -0.080 0.198 0.005 0.072 0.072 -0.045 0.231 0.004
β8 0.083 0.104 0.104 -0.059 0.339 0.009 0.087 0.081 -0.042 0.266 0.005
β9 0.083 0.037 0.060 -0.067 0.174 0.005 0.078 0.073 -0.040 0.237 0.005
β10 0.083 0.026 0.063 -0.087 0.168 0.005 0.090 0.074 -0.033 0.248 0.004
β11 0.083 0.045 0.064 -0.059 0.192 0.003 0.079 0.067 -0.032 0.224 0.004
Table B.8. PM2.5 effect estimates for the Spatially Fixed & Temporally Varying Model
(Model 3) and the Spatially & Temporally Varying Model (Model 5) for 2002-2013, Scenario
3.
Model 3 Model 5
Parameter True Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE Estimate SD 2.5% 97.5% MSE
β0 0.154 0.130 0.123 -0.060 0.400 0.013 0.088 0.104 -0.072 0.325 0.013
β1 0.141 0.129 0.138 -0.079 0.439 0.013 0.115 0.103 -0.049 0.343 0.011
β2 0.128 0.132 0.116 -0.050 0.390 0.014 0.147 0.120 -0.042 0.407 0.013
β3 0.115 0.081 0.118 -0.101 0.354 0.008 0.130 0.118 -0.053 0.392 0.012
β4 0.103 0.058 0.077 -0.069 0.233 0.005 0.059 0.080 -0.071 0.242 0.006
β5 0.090 0.065 0.112 -0.119 0.325 0.008 0.090 0.113 -0.082 0.349 0.009
β6 0.077 0.058 0.100 -0.101 0.297 0.004 0.096 0.111 -0.078 0.351 0.009
β7 0.064 0.034 0.073 -0.090 0.204 0.003 0.056 0.072 -0.059 0.218 0.003
β8 0.051 0.081 0.103 -0.080 0.324 0.010 0.059 0.076 -0.065 0.231 0.005
β9 0.038 0.022 0.062 -0.093 0.161 0.002 0.031 0.062 -0.079 0.172 0.002
β10 0.026 0.014 0.068 -0.115 0.162 0.002 0.027 0.058 -0.077 0.156 0.002
β11 0.013 0.006 0.060 -0.117 0.131 0.001 0.015 0.051 -0.083 0.125 0.001
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Appendix C
Supplementary Material for Chapter 4
Analysis A
Figure C.1. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis A, Scenario 1. Analysis A spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
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Figure C.2. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis A, Scenario 1. Analysis A spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
Figure C.3. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis A, Scenario 2. Analysis A spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
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Figure C.4. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis A, Scenario 2. Analysis A spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
Figure C.5. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis A, Scenario 3. Analysis A spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
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Figure C.6. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis A, Scenario 3. Analysis A spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
Figure C.7. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis A, Scenario 1. Analysis A spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
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Figure C.8. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis A, Scenario 1. Analysis A spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
Figure C.9. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis A, Scenario 3. Analysis A spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
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Figure C.10. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis A, Scenario 3. Analysis A spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 155).
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Analysis B
Figure C.11. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis B, Scenario 1. Analysis B spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
Figure C.12. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis B, Scenario 1. Analysis B spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
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Figure C.13. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis B, Scenario 2. Analysis B spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
Figure C.14. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis B, Scenario 2. Analysis B spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
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Figure C.15. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis B, Scenario 3. Analysis B spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
Figure C.16. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis B, Scenario 3. Analysis B spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
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Figure C.17. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis B, Scenario 1. Analysis B spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
Figure C.18. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis B, Scenario 1. Analysis B spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
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Figure C.19. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis B, Scenario 3. Analysis B spans 1996-2013
(nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
Figure C.20. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis B, Scenario 3. Analysis B spans
1996-2013 (nCollected = 999;nAcquired = 941).
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Analysis C
Figure C.21. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis C, Scenario 1. Analysis C spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.22. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis C, Scenario 1. Analysis C spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.23. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis C, Scenario 2. Analysis C spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.24. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis C, Scenario 2. Analysis C spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.25. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis C, Scenario 3. Analysis C spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.26. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis C, Scenario 3. Analysis C spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.27. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis C, Scenario 1. Analysis C spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.28. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis C, Scenario 1. Analysis C spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.29. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis C, Scenario 3. Analysis C spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.30. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis C, Scenario 3. Analysis C spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = nAcquired = 705).
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Analysis D
Figure C.31. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis D, Scenario 1. Analysis D spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.32. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis D, Scenario 1. Analysis D spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.33. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis D, Scenario 2. Analysis D spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.34. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis D, Scenario 2. Analysis D spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.35. PM2.5 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis D, Scenario 3. Analysis D spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.36. Absolute bias for PM2.5 estimates for Analysis D, Scenario 3. Analysis D spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.37. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis D, Scenario 1. Analysis D spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.38. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis D, Scenario 1. Analysis D spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
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Figure C.39. NO2 Odds ratios (OR) for Analysis D, Scenario 3. Analysis D spans 2002-2013
(nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
Figure C.40. Absolute bias for NO2 estimates for Analysis D, Scenario 3. Analysis D spans
2002-2013 (nCollected = 807;nAcquired = 705).
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Appendix D
Supplementary Material for Chapter 5
Table D.1. Model Specification for models applied to the New England Bladder Cancer
Study data.
Model Description No. of Iterations Burn-in Thin
Low-rank Kriging 12,000 2,000 10
CAR Multiple Membership 50,000 25,000 50
CONVO Multiple Membership 50,000 25,000 50
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Table D.2. Posterior mean weights and 95% credible intervals for variables in the environ-
mental exposure index.
Mean 2.5% 97.5%
ω0 0.024 0.000 0.052
ω1 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω2 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω3 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω4 0.025 0.000 0.054
ω5 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω6 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω7 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω8 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω9 0.026 0.000 0.054
ω10 0.025 0.000 0.055
ω11 0.024 0.000 0.052
ω12 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω13 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω14 0.024 0.000 0.052
ω15 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω16 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω17 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω18 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω19 0.023 0.000 0.052
ω20 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω21 0.024 0.000 0.054
ω22 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω23 0.024 0.000 0.052
ω24 0.024 0.000 0.054
ω25 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω26 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω27 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω28 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω29 0.024 0.000 0.054
ω30 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω31 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω32 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω33 0.025 0.000 0.053
ω34 0.024 0.000 0.052
ω35 0.024 0.000 0.054
ω36 0.024 0.000 0.054
ω37 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω38 0.024 0.000 0.052
ω39 0.024 0.000 0.053
ω40 0.025 0.000 0.053
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Appendix E
R Code Relevant to Chapter 2
1 #### Generalized Additive Model with TPRS
2
3 ### Include packages
4 packs <- c(’maps’, ’sp’, ’mgcv’, ’splancs’, ’maptools’)
5 lapply(packs, library, character.only = TRUE)
6
7 RunGAM <- function(sim.dat, e.fip, targetGrid){
8
9 # sim.dat - simulated data
10 # e.fip - pixel id
11 # targetGrid - target pixels
12
13 # Load state boundary file
14 path = ’/Volumes/GoogleDrive/My Drive/Dissertation/2-Aim 1/
15 1-Data/Iowa/’
16 c.line <- readShapeLines(paste(path, ’state_Iowa’, sep=’’))
17
18 # Define outline of study area
19 b.poly <- coordinates(c.line)
20 b.poly.df <- as.data.frame(b.poly)
21
22 # Create grid for prediction based on simulated data points
23 grid.n <- 50
24 xy <- cbind(sim.dat$x, sim.dat$y)
25 samples <- SpatialPoints(xy)
26 bb <- bbox(samples)
27 s.grid <- as.data.frame(expand.grid(x=seq(from=bb[1,1],
28 to=bb[1,2],len=grid.n),
29 y=seq(from=bb[2,1],to=bb[2,2],
30 len=grid.n)))
31 gridlen <- length(s.grid[,1])
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32
33 # Crude intecept model
34 mod.0 <<- gam(Y ˜ 1, family=binomial(logit), data=sim.dat)
35
36 # Crude spatial model using normal TPRS
37 mod.1 <<- gam(Y ˜ s(x, y, bs=’tp’), family=binomial(logit),
38 data=sim.dat)
39 s.s.g <- predict.gam(mod.1, newdata=s.grid, type=’terms’,
40 se=FALSE)
41
42 # Estimate overall p-value:
43 # approximate Chi-square and Monte Carlo
44 ID <- length(sim.dat$Case)
45 coords <- cbind(sim.dat$x, sim.dat$y)
46 m.data <- sim.dat
47
48 devrank <- matrix(ncol=1, nrow=1000, 0)
49 devdata <- data.frame(anova(mod.0, mod.1, test=’Chisq’))
50 devrank[1,1] <- devdata[2,4]
51 app.pval <- devdata[2,5] # Approximate Chi-square p-value
52
53 # Save permutation distribution for grid, and points
54 permres.g <- matrix(ncol=1000, nrow=gridlen, 0) # Grid
55 permres.g[,1] <- s.s.g[,1]
56 permrank.g <- matrix(ncol=1000, nrow=gridlen, 0)
57
58 set.seed(1047)
59 i <- 2
60 while (i < 1001){
61 index <- sample(ID, replace=F)
62 # Randomly reassign individuals to the eligible residences
63 m.data$x <- coords[index,1] # x coord
64 m.data$y <- coords[index,2] # y coord
65 mod.r <- gam(Y ˜ s(x, y, bs=’tp’), family = binomial(logit),
66 data = m.data)
67 devdata <- data.frame(anova(mod.0, mod.r, test=’Chisq’))
68 # Compute the deviance statistic for the model
69 #generated from permuted data
70 devrank[i,1] <- devdata[2,4]
71 # Get smooth term on grid
72 permres.g[,i] <- predict(mod.r, newdata=s.grid, type=’terms’,
se=FALSE)[,1]
73 i <- i+1
74 if (i%%100==0) print(paste(’Permutation grid:’,i))
75 }
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76 # p-value for deviance global statistic
77 tempdev <- rank(devrank)
78 mc.pval <- (1000 - tempdev[1])/1000
79
80 # Get significant local smooth term - grid
81 k <- 1
82 while (k <= gridlen){
83 permrank.g[k,] <- rank(permres.g[k,])
84 k <- k + 1
85 }
86
87 # Store output for plotting on grid
88 s.out.g <- matrix(ncol=7, nrow=gridlen, 0)
89 s.out.g <- s.grid[, 1:2]
90 s.out.g[,3] <- matrix(s.s.g[,1]) # Term on linear scale
91 s.out.g[,4] <- permrank.g[,1]
92 # Odds ratio (scaled)
93 s.out.g[,5] <- matrix(exp(s.s.g[,1] - mean(s.s.g[,1])))
94 names(s.out.g) <- c(’x’, ’y’, ’Smooth’, ’Rank’, ’OddsRatio’)
95
96 # Mark grid points outside of study area as NA for
97 # the attributes (OR, rank)
98 gridlocs <- as.points(s.out.g$x, s.out.g$y)
99 names(gridlocs) <- c(’x’, ’y’)
100 names(b.poly.df) <- c(’x’, ’y’)
101 inside <- inout(gridlocs, b.poly.df)
102 s.out.g$Smooth[!inside] <- NA
103 s.out.g$Rank[!inside] <- NA
104 s.out.g$OddsRatio[!inside] <- NA
105
106 # If there is a significant elevated risk area,
107 # see if detected cluster and exposure area overlap spatially
108 if(max(na.omit(s.out.g$Rank)) > 974){
109 c.g <- subset(s.out.g, Rank > 974) # grid cluster points
110 id <- which(targetGrid$ID == e.fip)
111
112 # Overlay elevated risk grid points with polygons
113 coords <- cbind(c.g$x, c.g$y)
114 c.n <- dim(c.g)[1]
115 ids <- seq(1, c.n, 1)
116 dat <- as.data.frame(c(ids), row.names=NULL)
117 xy <- SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords, dat)
118 lay <- over(xy, targetGrid[id,], returnList = FALSE)
119 ins <- ! is.na(lay$ID)
120
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121 # Calculate detection
122 detection <- ifelse(sum(! is.na(lay$ID)) > 0, 1, 0)
123
124 # Calculate sensitivity
125 coords <- cbind(s.out.g$x, s.out.g$y)
126 s.n <- dim(s.out.g)[1]
127 ids <- seq(1, s.n, 1)
128 dat <- as.data.frame(c(ids), row.names=NULL)
129 xy <- SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords, dat)
130 lay2 <- over(xy, targetGrid[id,], returnList = FALSE)
131 e.g <- sum(! is.na(lay2$ID))
132 e.d <- sum(! is.na(lay$ID))
133 sensitivity <- e.d/e.g
134
135 # Calculate specificity
136 i.g <- subset(s.out.g, ! is.na(Rank))
137 coords <- cbind(i.g$x, i.g$y)
138 i.n <- dim(i.g)[1]
139 ids <- seq(1, i.n, 1)
140 dat <- as.data.frame(c(ids), row.names=NULL)
141 xy <- SpatialPointsDataFrame(coords, dat)
142 lay3 <- over(xy, targetGrid[id,], returnList = FALSE)
143 # In Iowa and outside exposure area (= TRUE)
144 tf <- is.na(lay3$ID)
145 i.no.e <- sum(tf)
146 tf2 <- i.g$Rank > 974
147 tf3 <- tf == TRUE & tf2 == TRUE
148 i.s <- sum(tf3)
149 specificity <- (i.no.e - i.s)/i.no.e
150
151 detect <- cbind(detection, sensitivity, specificity)
152 } else detect <- cbind(0, 0, 0)
153
154 return(detect)
155 }
156
157 #### END
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Appendix F
R Code Relevant to Chapter 3 & 4
1 #### Example Bayesian Logistic Regression Model
2
3 ### Include packages
4 bayes.packs <- c(’coda’, ’R2jags’)
5 lapply(bayes.packs, library, character.only = TRUE)
6 load.module(’dic’, quiet = T); load.module(’glm’)
7
8 ### Function to fit model (all data realizations)
9 multi.param <- function(case.dat, exposure.dat,
10 iter1, burn, iter2, thin, update){
11
12 # case.data - simulated cases & controls data
13 # exposure.dat - exposure data
14 # intercept used to simulate case-control status
15
16 sims <- dim(case.dat)[2]-1
17 exposure.dat <- data.frame(exposure.dat)
18
19 ### Model
20 full.model <- function(){
21 for (j in 1 : Num){
22 ## Likelihood
23 case[j] ˜ dbern(p[j])
24 logit(p[j]) <- alpha + beta1*exp1[j] + beta2*exp2[j] +
25 beta3*exp3[j] + beta4*exp4[j] + beta5*exp5[j] +
26 beta6*exp6[j] + beta7*exp7[j] + beta8*exp8[j] +
27 beta9*exp9[j] + beta10*exp10[j] + beta11*exp11[j] +
28 beta12*exp12[j] + beta13*exp13[j] + beta14*exp14[j] +
29 beta15*exp15[j] + beta16*exp16[j] + beta17*exp17[j] +
30 beta18*exp18[j]
31 }
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32
33 ## Priors
34 alpha ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau0); beta1 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau1)
35 beta2 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau2); beta3 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau3)
36 beta4 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau4); beta5 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau5)
37 beta6 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau6); beta7 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau7)
38 beta8 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau8); beta9 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau9)
39 beta10 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau10); beta11 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau11)
40 beta12 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau12); beta13 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau13)
41 beta14 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau14); beta15 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau15)
42 beta16 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau16); beta17 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau17)
43 beta18 ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau18)
44 tau0 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau1 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
45 tau2 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau3 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
46 tau4 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau5 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
47 tau6 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau7 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
48 tau8 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau9 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
49 tau10 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau11 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
50 tau12 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau13 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
51 tau14 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau15 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
52 tau16 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01); tau17 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
53 tau18 ˜ dgamma(0.1, 0.01)
54 }
55
56 ## Parameters to monitor
57 full.params <- c(’alpha’, ’beta1’, ’beta2’, ’beta3’, ’beta4’,
58 ’beta5’, ’beta6’, ’beta7’, ’beta8’, ’beta9’,
59 ’beta10’, ’beta11’, ’beta12’, ’beta13’,
60 ’beta14’, ’beta15’, ’beta16’, ’beta17’,
61 ’beta18’,
62 ’tau0’, ’tau1’, ’tau2’, ’tau3’, ’tau4’,
63 ’tau5’, ’tau6’, ’tau7’, ’tau8’, ’tau9’,
64 ’tau10’, ’tau11’, ’tau12’, ’tau13’, ’tau14’,
65 ’tau15’, ’tau16’, ’tau17’, ’tau18’)
66
67 ## Making output matrices
68 full.alpha <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
69 full.beta1 <- full.beta2 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
70 full.beta3 <- full.beta4 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
71 full.beta5 <- full.beta6 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
72 full.beta7 <- full.beta8 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
73 full.beta9 <- full.beta10 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
74 full.beta11 <- full.beta12 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
75 full.beta13 <- full.beta14 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
76 full.beta15 <- full.beta16 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
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77 full.beta17 <- full.beta18 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
78
79 full.tau0 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
80 full.tau1 <- full.tau2 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
81 full.tau3 <- full.tau4 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
82 full.tau5 <- full.tau6 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
83 full.tau7 <- full.tau8 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
84 full.tau9 <- full.tau10 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
85 full.tau11 <- full.tau12 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
86 full.tau13 <- full.tau14 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
87 full.tau15 <- full.tau16 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
88 full.tau17 <- full.tau18 <- matrix(nrow=sims, ncol=5)
89
90 sims2 <- dim(case.dat)[2]
91 for (k in 2:sims2){
92 print(paste(’Iteration start:’, k-1))
93
94 ## Data
95 case <- case.dat[ ,k]; Num <- dim(case.dat)[1]
96 exp1 <- exposure.dat[ ,2]; exp2 <- exposure.dat[ ,3]
97 exp3 <- exposure.dat[ ,4]; exp4 <- exposure.dat[ ,5]
98 exp5 <- exposure.dat[ ,6]; exp6 <- exposure.dat[ ,7]
99 exp7 <- exposure.dat[ ,8]; exp8 <- exposure.dat[ ,9]
100 exp9 <- exposure.dat[ ,10]; exp10 <-exposure.dat[ ,11]
101 exp11 <- exposure.dat[ ,12]; exp12 <- exposure.dat[ ,13]
102 exp13 <- exposure.dat[ ,14]; exp14 <- exposure.dat[ ,15]
103 exp15 <- exposure.dat[ ,16]; exp16 <- exposure.dat[ ,17]
104 exp17 <- exposure.dat[ ,18]; exp18 <- exposure.dat[ ,19]
105
106 full.data <- list(’case’, ’exp1’, ’exp2’, ’exp3’, ’exp4’,
107 ’exp5’, ’exp6’, ’exp7’, ’exp8’, ’exp9’,
108 ’exp10’, ’exp11’, ’exp12’, ’exp13’,
109 ’exp14’, ’exp15’, ’exp16’, ’exp17’,
110 ’exp18’,
111 ’Num’)
112
113 ## Set seeds for initial values
114 inits1 <- list(.RNG.name="base::Wichmann-Hill",
115 .RNG.seed = 712)
116 inits2 <- list(.RNG.name="base::Wichmann-Hill",
117 .RNG.seed = 751)
118 full.inits <- list(inits1, inits2)
119
120 ## Generate posterior samples
121 full.jags <- jags(data = full.data, inits=full.inits,
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122 parameters.to.save = full.params,
123 model.file = full.model,
124 n.chains = 2, n.iter = iter1,
125 n.burnin = burn, n.thin = thin, DIC = TRUE,
126 progress.bar = ’text’, digits = 5,
127 jags.seed = full.seed)
128
129 ## Check convergence and summarize
130 jags.sum <- full.jags$BUGSoutput$summary[c(1:19,21:39),
131 c(1:3,7,8)]
132 if(all(jags.sum[,5] <= 1.1) == TRUE){
133 full.alpha[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[1, ]
134 full.beta1[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[2, ]
135 full.beta10[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[3, ]
136 full.beta11[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[4, ]
137 full.beta12[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[5, ]
138 full.beta13[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[6, ]
139 full.beta14[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[7, ]
140 full.beta15[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[8, ]
141 full.beta16[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[9, ]
142 full.beta17[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[10, ]
143 full.beta18[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[11, ]
144 full.beta2[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[12, ]
145 full.beta3[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[13, ]
146 full.beta4[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[14, ]
147 full.beta5[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[15, ]
148 full.beta6[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[16, ]
149 full.beta7[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[17, ]
150 full.beta8[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[18, ]
151 full.beta9[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[19, ]
152
153 full.tau0[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[20, ]
154 full.tau1[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[21, ]
155 full.tau10[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[22, ]
156 full.tau11[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[23, ]
157 full.tau12[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[24, ]
158 full.tau13[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[25, ]
159 full.tau14[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[26, ]
160 full.tau15[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[27, ]
161 full.tau16[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[28, ]
162 full.tau17[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[29, ]
163 full.tau18[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[30, ]
164 full.tau2[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[31, ]
165 full.tau3[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[32, ]
166 full.tau4[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[33, ]
156
167 full.tau5[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[34, ]
168 full.tau6[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[35, ]
169 full.tau7[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[36, ]
170 full.tau8[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[37, ]
171 full.tau9[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[38, ]
172 }
173 if(all(jags.sum[,5] <= 1.1) == FALSE){
174 full.jags <- autojags(full.jags, n.iter = iter2,
175 n.thin = thin, Rhat = 1.1,
176 n.update = update, progress.bar = ’text’)
177 jags.sum <- full.jags$BUGSoutput$summary[c(1:19,21:39),
178 c(1:3,7,8)]
179 full.alpha[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[1, ]
180 full.beta1[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[2, ]
181 full.beta10[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[3, ]
182 full.beta11[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[4, ]
183 full.beta12[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[5, ]
184 full.beta13[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[6, ]
185 full.beta14[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[7, ]
186 full.beta15[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[8, ]
187 full.beta16[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[9, ]
188 full.beta17[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[10, ]
189 full.beta18[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[11, ]
190 full.beta2[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[12, ]
191 full.beta3[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[13, ]
192 full.beta4[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[14, ]
193 full.beta5[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[15, ]
194 full.beta6[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[16, ]
195 full.beta7[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[17, ]
196 full.beta8[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[18, ]
197 full.beta9[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[19, ]
198
199 full.tau0[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[20, ]
200 full.tau1[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[21, ]
201 full.tau10[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[22, ]
202 full.tau11[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[23, ]
203 full.tau12[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[24, ]
204 full.tau13[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[25, ]
205 full.tau14[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[26, ]
206 full.tau15[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[27, ]
207 full.tau16[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[28, ]
208 full.tau17[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[29, ]
209 full.tau18[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[30, ]
210 full.tau2[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[31, ]
211 full.tau3[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[32, ]
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212 full.tau4[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[33, ]
213 full.tau5[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[34, ]
214 full.tau6[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[35, ]
215 full.tau7[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[36, ]
216 full.tau8[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[37, ]
217 full.tau9[k-1, ] <- jags.sum[38, ]
218 }
219 }
220 full_post <- cbind(full.alpha, full.beta1, full.beta2,
221 full.beta3, full.beta4, full.beta5,
222 full.beta6, full.beta7, full.beta8,
223 full.beta9, full.beta10, full.beta11,
224 full.beta12, full.beta13, full.beta14,
225 full.beta15, full.beta16, full.beta17,
226 full.beta18)
227 return(full_post)
228 }
229 #### END
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Appendix G
R Code Relevant to Chapter 5
1 #### Low-rank Kriging Model with Environmental Exposure Index
2 # Model
3
4 ### Prepare data for Low rank kriging
5 ### Include packages
6 spatial.packs <- c(’sp’, ’splancs’, ’spdep’, ’rgdal’, ’dplyr’,
7 ’fields’)
8 lapply(spatial.packs, library, character.only = TRUE)
9
10 ### Function to calculate interpoint distances
11 calcDist <- function(Robs, Rknots){
12 # Robs - locations (observed locations)
13 # Rknots - (knots locations)
14
15 Robs <- data.frame(Robs)
16 n <- dim(Robs)[1]
17
18 Rknots <- data.frame(Rknots)
19 nk <- dim(Rknots)[1]
20
21 DMatrix <- matrix(0, n, nk)
22 for(i in 1:n){
23 if (i%%25==0) print(paste(’Location’,i))
24 for (j in 1:nk){
25 DMatrix[i,j] <- sqrt((Robs$X1[i]-Rknots$X1[j])**2 +
26 (Robs$X2[i]-Rknots$X2[j])**2)
27 }
28 }
29 return(DMatrix)
30 }
31
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32
33 ### Function to create knots
34 createKnots <- function(Robs, nk){
35 # Robs- observed locations; nk -number of knots to create
36 Robs <- data.frame(Robs)
37 set.seed(1247)
38 tempknots <- cover.design(Robs, nk)
39 knots <- as.data.frame(tempknots$design)
40 return(knots)
41 }
42
43 ### Create knots to perform low rank kriging
44 nebc.wide.coords<-reshape(data.frame(nebc.long[,c(’ID’,’X’,’Y’,
45 ’Yrs’)]),
46 direction = ’wide’, idvar = ’ID’,
47 timevar = ’Yrs’, sep=’’)
48 # Locations at t = 0
49 locs_t0 <- cbind(nebc.wide.coords$X0, nebc.wide.coords$Y0)
50 nk <- 25 # Number of knots to consider
51 knots_t0 <- createKnots(locs_t0, nk)
52
53 ### Calculate max interpoint distance for observed locations
54 Dist_locs_t0 <- calcDist(locs_t0, locs_t0)
55 max_interp <- max(Dist_locs_t0)
56 rho <- 0.05*max_interp
57
58 ### Calculate distance and covariance matrices
59 DCknot <- calcDist(locs_t0, knots_t0)
60 N <- dim(locs_t0)[1] # Number of observed locations
61 # Covariance matrix between observed(nrows) & knots(ncol)
62 CDZ <-matrix(0, N, nk)
63 for(i in 1:N){
64 for (j in 1:nk){
65 CDZ[i,j] <-(1+abs(DCknot[i,j])/rho)*exp(-DCknot[i,j]/rho)
66 }
67 }
68
69 Dknot <- calcDist(knots_t0, knots_t0)
70
71 # Covariance applied to knots (matrix for random effects)
72 OM <-matrix(nrow=nk, ncol=nk)
73 for(i in 1:nk){
74 for (j in 1:nk){
75 OM[i,j] <- (1+abs(Dknot[i,j])/rho)*exp(-abs(Dknot[i,j])/rho)
76 }
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77 }
78
79 ### Include packages
80 bayes.packs <- c(’coda’, ’R2jags’)
81 lapply(bayes.packs, library, character.only = TRUE)
82 load.module(’dic’, quiet = T); load.module(’glm’)
83
84 ### Model
85 lrk_model <- function(){
86 for(i in 1:NumObs){
87 ssum[i] <- inprod(gam[], CDZ[i, ])
88
89 ## Bernoulli likelihood
90 Case[i] ˜ dbern(p[i])
91 logit(p[i]) <- beta[1] +
92 beta[2]*inprod(As.matrix[i,], qweights[1,]) +
93 beta[3]*Age55[i] + beta[4]*Age64[i] +
94 beta[5]*Age75[i] + beta[6]*Sex[i] +
95 beta[7]*Race[i] + beta[8]*Hispanic[i] +
96 beta[9]*French[i] + beta[10]*Smoke[i] +
97 ssum[i]
98 }
99
100 ## Priors and hyperpriors
101 for(k in 1:10){
102 beta[k] ˜ dnorm(0, tau.beta[k])
103 tau.beta[k] <- 1/(sigma.beta[k]*sigma.beta[k])
104 sigma.beta[k] ˜ dunif(0, 10)
105 }
106
107 for (j in 1:NumYrs){
108 qweights [1,j] <- delta[1,j]/sum(delta[1,])
109 delta[1,j] ˜ dbeta(0.5, 0.5)
110 }
111 #check.weights <- sum(qweights)
112
113 ## Prior for kriging parameter
114 for (i in 1:nk){
115 for (j in 1:nk){
116 SOM[i,j] <- tau.v * OM[i, j]
117 }
118 }
119 for (j in 1:nk){ME[j] <- 0}
120 gam[1:nk] ˜ dmnorm(ME[], SOM[,])
121 tau.v <- 1/(sigma.v*sigma.v)
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122 sigma.v ˜ dunif(0, 10)
123
124 ## Calculations
125 for(i in 1: NumObs){
126 ev[i] <- exp(ssum[i])
127 }
128 }
129
130 ### Parameters to monitor
131 lrk_params <- c(’beta’, ’sigma.beta’, ’sigma.v’, ’gam’,
132 ’ev’, ’qweights’,’delta’)
133
134 ### Generate posterior samples
135 lrk_seed = 1048
136 lrk_bugs <- bugs(model.file= lrk_model, data=lrk_data,
137 inits=lrk_inits,
138 n.chains = 2, parameters.to.save=lrk_params,
139 n.burnin = 2000, n.iter= 12000, n.thin = 10,
140 coda = TRUE, DIC = TRUE, digits = 5,
141 debug = FALSE, bugs.directory=’C:/WinBUGS14’)
142
143 #---------------------------------------------------------------#
144 ##CONVO Multiple Membership Model with Environmental Exposure
Index
145 # Model
146
147 ### Include packages
148 bugs.packs <- c(’coda’, ’R2WinBUGS’)
149 lapply(bugs.packs, library, character.only = TRUE)
150
151 ### Model
152 smmm_model <- function(){
153 ## Bernoulli Likelihood
154 for(i in 1:NumObs){
155 Case[i] ˜ dbern(p[i])
156 logit(p[i]) <- alpha +
157 beta[1]*inprod(As.matrix[i,], qweights[1,]) +
158 beta[2]*Age55[i] + beta[3]*Age64[i] + beta[4]*Age75[i] +
159 beta[5]*Sex[i] + beta[6]*Race[i] +
160 beta[7]*Hispanic[i] + beta[8]*French[i] +
161 beta[9]*Smoke[i] + u.sum[i] + v.sum[i]
162 u.sum[i] <- inprod(W[i,],u[]) # Calculate summations
163 v.sum[i] <- inprod(W[i,],v[])
164 }
165
162
166 ## Priors and hyperpriors
167 alpha ˜ dflat()
168 for(k in 1:9){
169 beta[k] ˜ dnorm(0, 1.0E-3)
170 }
171 for (j in 1:NumYrs){
172 qweights [1,j] <- delta[1,j]/sum(delta[1,])
173 delta[1,j] ˜ dbeta(0.5, 0.5)
174 }
175 check.weights <- sum(qweights[1,])
176
177 ## Spatial random effect for each cell
178 v[1: NumCells] ˜ car.normal(adj[], weights[], num[], tau.v)
179 tau.v <- 1/(sigma.v*sigma.v)
180 sigma.v ˜ dunif(0.1, 10)
181
182 for(k in 1:NumCells){
183 ev[k] <- exp(v[k])
184
185 ## Unstructured random effect
186 u[k] ˜ dnorm(0.0, tau.u)
187 eu[k] <- exp(u[k])
188
189 }
190 tau.u <- 1/(sigma.u*sigma.u)
191 sigma.u ˜ dunif(0.1, 10)
192 }
193
194 ### Initial values
195 inits1 <-list(alpha = 0, beta = rep(0, 9),
196 delta = matrix(nrow=1, ncol = NumYrs, 0.05),
197 v=rep(0,NumCells),
198 sigma.v=0.25, u=rep(1,NumCells),
199 sigma.u=1)
200 inits2 <-list(alpha = 0, beta = rep(-0.5, 9),
201 delta = matrix(nrow=1, rep(1/NumYrs, NumYrs)),
202 v=rep(0,NumCells),
203 sigma.v=0.5, u=rep(0.5,NumCells),
204 sigma.u=0.5)
205 smmm_inits <- list(inits1, inits2)
206
207 ### Parameters to monitor
208 smmm_params <- c(’alpha’, ’beta’, ’sigma.u’, ’sigma.v’, ’delta’,
209 ’eu’, ’ev’, ’qweights’, ’check.weights’)
210
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211 ### Generate posterior samples
212 smmm_bugs <- bugs(model.file= smmm_model, data=smmm_data,
213 inits=smmm_inits,
214 n.chains = 2, parameters.to.save=smmm_params,
215 n.burnin = 25000, n.iter= 50000, n.thin = 25,
216 coda = TRUE, DIC = TRUE, digits = 5,
217 debug = FALSE, bugs.directory=’C:/WinBUGS14’)
218
219 #### END
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